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ABSTRACT
INTERACTIONS AT THE AQUEOUS INTERFACE OF LARGE-AREA GRAPHENE:
COLLOIDAL-SCALE AND PROTEIN ADSORPTION
SEPTEMBER 2017
AARON CHEN, B.S. CORNELL UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
Ph. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
Directed by Professor Maria M. Santore

This thesis addresses the interactive interfacial character of large-area supported
graphene in an aqueous environment near neutral pH. Studies of molecular bio-interactions
with proteins and colloidal interactions with microparticles probe the role of hydrophobicity,
van der Waals, and electrostatic contributions with varied ionic strength. The respective roles of
the silica support and the graphene itself are identified. Results are benchmarked against other
systems directly in experiments, and against published behavior with other materials, especially
self-assembled monolayers. The adhesive and adsorption behavior of supported graphene is
also put into context by calculations of surface and interaction potentials.
Interest in graphene is broadly driven by its unusual electrical and mechanical
properties. Different applications motivate interest in different graphene-based materials:
Epitaxial supported graphene, CVD supported graphene, exfoliated graphene dispersions in
suspension or deposited on supports, graphene oxide, and reduced graphene oxide. As a result
of its focus on the fundamental science of the aqueous interactions of the planar face of sp2
graphene, this thesis employs CVD graphene on a silica support. Findings with this system are
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directly relevant to epitaxial graphene and to the faces of exfoliated graphene flakes, influencing
dispersion stability and driving the adsorption of macromolecules, such as stabilizing
surfactants. By contrast, graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide possess fundamentally
different chemistry. The physical interactions addressed in this work are central to the
processing and deposition of graphene dispersions, the performance of graphene-based
biosensors, and the toxicity of graphene itself.
Motivated by bio-interactions, a major study within this thesis examines protein
adsorption on graphene. Fibrinogen was chosen as a model because it is abundant in blood,
integral to clot formation, and the focus of much previous scientific research. In this thesis,
fibrinogen adsorption kinetics on silica-supported graphene are benchmarked against
adsorption on bare silica and polycarbonate, where the latter represents a real-world plastic
with potential for use in devices, possessing hydrophobicity and surface oxidation from plasma
treatment. It was discovered here that fibrinogen adsorbs on supported graphene from flow in
a manner consistent with its adsorption on surfaces more hydrophobic than the graphene itself.
Adsorption rates were transport limited, adhesion was almost completely irreversible, and the
amount of protein adsorbed was sensitive to the rate of accumulation during the transportlimited period: With conditions set to achieve greater transport limited rates, more protein was
ultimately adsorbed, consistent with the role of interfacial reconfiguration in limiting the
ultimate surface coverage. The extent of reconfiguration, producing increases in the protein
footprint by a factor of 2, are consistent with some interfacial denaturing in addition to a
relaxation from end-on to side-on conformation. The rates of the footprint growth on graphene
match those of adsorption on surfaces of greater hydrophobicity, such as self-assembled
monolayers. These findings argue that while the underlying support may contribute to protein
adhesion to the surface, the graphene itself has substantial hydrophobicity that drives both
ii

adhesion and reconfiguration during adsorption. Thus, proteins such as fibrinogen can adsorb
on graphene driven by the properties of the graphene itself, and without substantial π- π
interactions such as those deriving from pyrene-graphene interactions.
Two additional studies in this thesis revealed an electrostatically charged character of
the supported graphene/water interface, with and without adsorbed protein, and sensitive to
ionic strength near neutral pH. In a first study, fluorescein labels on the fibrinogen
(incorporated at levels sufficiently low to avoid influence on the adsorption itself), acted as
probes of the near-interfacial electrostatic potential, in this case local pH. In the vicinity of the
adsorbed protein on silica-supported graphene or on bare silica, there was a distinctly acidic
environment. Such low interfacial pH generally occurs with negative surface potentials, as is
established for silica. With silica-supported graphene, plasma-treated polycarbonate, and bare
silica, the near-surface pH was sensitive to ionic strength, becoming more similar to the bulk
solution at higher ionic strength. In addition to revealing an ionic strength-dependent, nearsurface reduced pH, the study with protein-bound fluorescein revealed that graphene does not
always quench the fluorescence of labels on adsorbing proteins as had been reported in the
literature. In this thesis, the observed fluorescence levels for protein adsorbed on the graphene
substrate, polycarbonate, and bare silica were similar over a range of ionic strengths, although
the amount of quenching with increasing Debye length was greatest for silica, followed by
polycarbonate, and then graphene.
In addition to the molecular-scale evidence for charge near silica-supported graphene,
this thesis also provides independent evidence, based on colloidal scale interactions, for
negative interfacial charge. In an additional study, negatively charged silica microparticles
flowing in a microfluidic channel, adhered (or not) to silica-supported graphene in an ionicstrength dependent manner that paralleled silica particle capture on bare silica. Silica particle
iii

capture on supported graphene was moderately more adhesive than that on bare silica at each
fixed ionic strength when the two systems were compared. Calculated sphere-flat potentials
explained the well-understood interactions of silica colloids at ionic strengths sufficient to
screen electrostatic repulsions and allow adhesion and capture by van der Waals forces. The
same treatment applied to silica-supported graphene revealed negative electrostatic potentials
in the range -10 to -15 mV, weaker than that on bare silica but sufficient to repel negative
particles at low ionic strengths.
In summary, the studies in this thesis reveal that with silica-supported CVD graphene
containing 2-3 graphene layers, sufficient hydrophobicity originates from the graphene to drive
protein adsorption and interfacial reconfigurations. This graphene hydrophobicity is therefore
expected to drive the adsorption of other surfactants and macromolecules. At the same time,
supported graphene possesses negative near-interfacial charge that facilitates ionic strengthdependent stability against van der Waals attractions from the underlying silica support. Thus,
we find that supported graphene should generally be considered a composite material, with the
support contributing van der Waals attractions and possibility interfacial charge. These findings
illustrate how bio-adhesion to graphene can proceed, at the molecular and colloidal scales, in a
salt-dependent way and not requiring the π-π interactions or covalent attachment thought
necessary for some applications. The ability of supported graphene to interact and adhere in
these ways provides the flexibility to create a broad range of graphene-interactive materials and
devices, but at the same time it may lead to fouling. This variety of interactions opens the door
to economical strategies to engineer application-specific graphene materials and devices at
large scale.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This research advances the understanding of the aqueous graphene interface for the
case of large area supported graphene sheets, based on colloidal and protein interactions with
graphene. The work further compares these interactions with those of more common oxide and
polymer substrates like acid-etched glass and polycarbonate. These interactions not only
facilitate a fundamental understanding of the physicochemical nature of the graphene surface,
they are crucial to the performance of graphene as a biomaterial and a sensor and to its use in
sorting cells, engineered particles, and biomolecules in microfluidic devices. The findings also
have implications for the modification of graphene and related surfaces, for instance via
adsorbing polymers. This research also probes related issues concerning the dynamic
interactions of particles and proteins.

1.1 Graphene
Graphene is a twodimensional sheet of sp2
hybridized carbon that consists of
a single atomic layer and in which
the carbons each have three
neighbors. These sheets are
flexible and strong organic
semiconductors [1] with hole

Figure 1: Schematic of a graphene network [582]

and electron mobilities of 1100 +- 70 and 550 +- 50 cm2/(V s) at a drain bias of -0.75 V [2] but

1

can also be made as semi-metals, depending on the synthesis method [3], [4]. Carbon in this sp2
hybridization has a calculated maximum surface area of 2600 m2/g, which is an order of
magnitude higher than the specific surface area of other nanomaterials [5]. Layered graphene
sheets, 2-8 nm in thickness, fitted to a model for doubly clamped beams had spring constants
ranging from 1 to 5 N/m, Young’s moduli of 0.5 TPa, and inherent axial tensions of the order of
10-7 N [6]. However, free-standing monolayer graphene membranes probed with
nanoindentation via AFM have reported Young’s modulus of 1.0 TPa and breaking strength of 42
N/m; this was enough strength to break standard, non-diamond, Si AFM tips [7]. When many
sheets of graphene stack on top of each other, the material then becomes the common graphite
and its unusual mechanical and electrical properties change. These include the stiffness,
strength, and electrical conductivity.
As early as the 1970’s, small quantities of incompletely characterized graphene,
referred to as “monolayer graphite,” were produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and
epitaxial growth involving the decomposition of ethylene on nickel [8], [9]. Graphene research
was greatly accelerated with the discovery of graphene produced by the mechanical exfoliation
of graphite, including the use of cellophane tape to peel layers from oxygen plasma-treated
highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite, to ultimately yield multi-layer flakes up to 10 microns in
diameter [10]. More recently other methods to produce graphene have been developed, with
the products varying broadly in chemical and physcial makeup. These materials include epitaxial
and various CVD graphenes, graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide, and dispersions of
exfoliated and sometimes chemically-modified graphite. In some places in the literature, each of
these diverse graphene-related materials has been referred to as “graphene,” though the
materials are not entirely graphenic in nature. While the different graphene-related materials
have various application-dependent strengths and weaknesses, an understanding of graphene
2

and the interactions of large area graphene in water, addressed in this thesis, form a starting
point for the material specific understanting of these graphene-related materials, introduced
next.

1.1.1 Epitaxial Graphene
Relatively large sheets of pristine graphene have been obtained by ultrahigh vacuum
methods. The the highest quality graphene produced by this method is grown epitaxially,
resulting in a single layer of macroscopic dimension. Epitaxially grown graphene was first
produced from ethylene decomposition on nickel [8], [9], but it has become more conventional
to use 6H-SiC (commercially available silicon carbide) as the substrate. The process involves
oxidizing or etching the SiC crystal in ultrahigh vacuum conditions at 1,000 C to remove oxides
and then heating the (0001) face of the crystal to a temperature of 1,250-1,450 C for 1-20
minutes to thermally desorb silicon [Berger, Ultrathin…and sources in notes]. The reported
quality of graphene created this way is sufficiently high that even multilayer films exhibit
electronic properties similar to that of a single sheet [11]. Layer growth via this method is
controllable via temperature [12]–[15]. A recent advance, reported by a single group, is the
production of epitaxial graphene under argon rather than in vacuum, an approach reported to
reduce the number of defects [16].
Epitaxial graphene has several hallmark characteristics, but quantifying sample quality
appears to require applying a combination of analysis techniques. Probing electronic structure is
one of the more exacting techniques and it involves finding electronic band structure through
methods like K-Resolved Inverse Photoemission Spectroscopy (KRIPES) and Angle-Resolved
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ARPES). These two techniques are even able to determine how
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multilayers of graphene are oriented on top of each other [11], [17], [18]. X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS), Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), and Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy
(EELS) can all determine chemical composition but tend to overestimate film thickness [11],
[19]–[23]. One can determinen the sheet resistance/conductivity, carrier mobility, and carrier
density, but the literature has not reached a consensus on accepted values. Nonetheless, typical
reported values are O(10-6) to O(10-4) Ohm-cm for resistivity in-plane [24]–[30], O(104) to O(105)
cm2 V-1 s-1 for carrier mobility [31]–[46], and, other than a recent outlier at O(1012) [41] , carrier
density of O(1018) to O(1019) cm-3 [47]–[51].
Surface X-Ray Diffraction (SXRD), Ellipsometry, Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED),
and Low Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM) can all probe atomic structure and determine layer
thickness, but also tend to require larger surface areas. In addition, these techniques may not be
usable after graphene is formed from the SiC substrate as LEED was primarily used to see that
the substrate was well-ordered [52]–[60]. However, Raman spectroscopy has become the
preferred method to characterize graphene. It is able to determine layer thickness and
orientation and edge types and quality for graphene, graphene-related materials, and other
carbon allotropes [61], [62]. Researchers have shown layer by layer studies of graphene and

Figure 2: Raman Spectra at 488 nm of Epitaxially Grown Graphene on SiC Formed
at Two Different Reaction Temperatures [319]
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found that the Raman spectra of graphene thicker than five layers is indistinguishable from bulk
graphite [63]. Some of the advantages of Raman spectroscopy are non-destructive analysis of
samples, relatively low cost and equipment requirements, and, seemingly unique to graphene, is
its ability to determine crystallite size based on ratios of peak intensity [64]–[68].
Domain/crystallite sizes of epitaxially grown graphene fall in the range of 20-60 nm [68]–[72]
with a small number of researchers claiming to be able to fabricate micrometer-sized domains
[73], [74].
One limitation of Raman spectroscopy is that researchers cannot distinguish between
well-made exfoliated graphene and epitaxial SiC graphene [63], [75]. As such, researchers tend
to also perform Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and/or Atomic Force Microscopy with Raman.
These characterization methods can help as SiC has less roughness and more ordered structure
[76], [77].
While methods to produce epitaxial graphene have sufficient flexibility to allow
patterning on appropriate substrates [78], the approach is generally restrictive in the use of
ultrahigh vacuum and high temperature. This means that epitaxial graphene can only be made
by specialists and is difficult to scale up. These challenges have motivated alternate approaches
to produce single graphene layers and the developement of alternate related materials.

1.1.2 CVD and Transferred Graphene
Chemical vapor deposition of graphene on metal substrates such as nickel, copper,
cobalt, platinum, and iridium presents an alternate to high vacuum methods, with the resulting
material not as perfect as epitaxial graphene but still preserving key features, discussed below.
While the substrate for CVD was initially nickel, copper foil is now commonly used [2], [28],
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[79]–[87] since carbon has less solubility in copper [28], [80]. This procedure involves placing a
copper foil inside a quartz tube, evacuating the chamber to low [28], [80] or ambient pressure
[2], filling with hydrogen gas, heating the chamber and stabilizing the film to 1,000C, exposing to
methane, and then allowing to cool. This generally forms monolayer graphene, with less than 5
area% being few layer, and is continuous across any steps or grain boundaries present on the
copper substrate. The number of layers formed has a weak dependence on reaction
temperature and methane pressure [79], [80].
These graphene films have several desirable attributes. Their individual crystal sizes are
generally larger at hundreds of nanometers [29], [88], [89], and can span larger areas limited
only by the size of the reaction tube and substrate, as shown by the roll-to-roll scale-up being
developed [81], [88]. In the case of multilayer films, non-integer numbers of layers are
frequently reported due to non-uniform layer build up. Regions of multiple layers can be
imagined as small islands on top of monolayers.
Large area graphene on copper foil has
the desirable property of being transferrable to
other substrates. This is accomplished by spincasting PMMA on the free graphene surface,
etching away the copper with iron chloride,
moving the PMMA-graphene film to the surface of
interest (e.g., a microscope slide), and then rinsing
with acetone to remove the PMMA layer [80].

Figure 3: SEM image of graphene transferred onto
SiO2/Si. Dark lines are wrinkles and dark spots are
multi-layer regions. [80]

Recently, modfications and variations on this

process have been developed, for instance the use of a PDMS stamp to control placement or
using alternate sources of carbon, even sugar, for a feedstock [29], [90], [91]. Currently, the
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graphene size produced by this method is limited by reactor and foil size to cm2 areas. With
appropriate scale-up, larger areas of this high quality graphene may be accessible. Indeed, some
are already experimenting with using copper foils in a roll to roll production method [81], [88].
The quality of graphene formed via CVD is comparable at least by some measures to
that of epitaxially grown graphene. Despite being the preferred method of characterization,
Raman spectra comparing the same sample area of graphene before and after transfer from
copper to another substrate are difficult to find. In addition, analyzing Raman spectra of
graphene supported on copper requires more calibration steps and instrument time. However,
over the range of excitation energies most common to graphene characterization, the Raman
spectra for graphene before and after transfer to silica are not significantly different [92], [93].

Figure 4: Raman spectra at 514nm of a CVD-grown graphene deposited on SiO2 [93]

The CVD and transfer processes can introduce other differences compared to epitaxial
graphene. Before the use of copper as a CVD substrate, for example, graphene was produced on
nickel but the control of layer and domain size growth is more difficult with nickel, due to the
higher solubility of carbon in nickel [2], [29], [90], [94]. Copper films still present complications,
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as the quality of the underlying copper seed substrate influences graphene domain size and
quality. In fact, one research focus in the area of CVD-grown graphene is the improvement or
purification of copper foils and film prior to graphene formation [2], [28], [79]–[83], [87], [93],
[95]–[104]. Another issue is the potential for metal ions or atoms from either the copper
catalyst or iron chloride etchant solution to contaminate the graphene. These defects can cause
additional reactivity and alter the Raman spectra of affected samples [105], [106]. The transfer
process can also introduce features such as holes, cracks, and folds, as water can form channels
and become trapped between a target substrate and the graphene being deposited [101]. The
PMMA used to support the graphene in the aqueous transfer medium can affect the graphene
quality if it is not fully removed via acetone rinse [107], [108]. As such, additional steps like
thermal annealing and plasma cleaning are necessary, however these processes can damage the
graphene [106], [108]–[112]. However, the growth and annealing processes can introduce
wrinkling and cracks due to the stress and strain caused by the differences in thermal expansion
of graphene, copper, and SiO2/Si [80], [83], [113]–[117].

1.1.3 Suspensions of Exfoliated Graphene Flake
Another method of obtaining graphene materials is through the chemical or mechanical
exfoliation of graphite. The most common method, which also won the researchers a Nobel
prize [118], involves the repeated application of tape and manual peeling of graphene layers
from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. The tape with adhered graphene is then checked for
thickness and the graphene is transferred to another substrate by pressing the tape onto the
target [10]. Alternatively, the tape can be dissolved in acetone to obtain a suspension of
graphene flakes. Researchers are also looking for ways to obtain exfoliated graphene sheets
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directly in solution. Some work has been influenced by similar efforts with carbon nanotubes
[119]–[126]. DMF and benzene have been shown to be possible solvents, albeit with significant
additional processing steps [127]–[132]. The Coleman group has had success reapplying this
knowledge as they had formed mostly <5 layer graphene in solutions of either N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP), γ-butyrolactone, and 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMA). They had the
most succes with NMP as they were able to obtain a ~1 wt% dispersion of monolayer graphene
flakes [125], [133]. Additional work has been done in attempting to create aqueous dispersions
of exfoliated graphene flake using surfactants [134]–[137], polymers [138]–[140], and aromatic
compounds [141], [142]. In particular, the Coleman group attempted to use sodium
dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) surfactant since the NMP they had used previously is
expensive and toxic. They found that they were able to successfully obtain monolayer graphene
flake, but doing so required additional processing steps and the flakes were not of the same
quality, as will be mentioned in more detail [143]. Some groups have had varying degrees of
success using pyrene-based intercalating agents, with differing levels of graphene quality [144]–
[157].
Simulations performed on aqueously dispersed graphene aim to probe the
consequences of graphene’s hydrophobicity and purported lack of charge. These simulations in
colloidal studies of graphene are important to understand stability, stacking, and dispersibility. It
has been found that, when graphene is dispersed in an aqueous solution with a sodium cholate
surfactant, Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overeek (DLVO) theory was sufficient to describe
long-range interactions between sheets but the DLVO theory would not accurately describe
short-range interactions that were dominated by the surfactant molecules [158]. Further
simulations showed that monolayer graphene is more stable in aqueous dispersion than
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multilayer and that a few layers of graphene are weakly transparent to van Der Waals
interactions through them [159].
These graphene suspensions have yielded material of varying quality. The flakes
produced via the Novoselov method exhibited semi-metal characteristics with carrier
concentrations of O(1013) per cm2, mobilities of 104 cm2 V-1 s-1, and typically results in multilayer
graphene, although mono-and bi-layers up to 10 microns across are possible [10], [160].
Novoselov monolayers are indistinguishable from graphene obtained via other production
methods [28], [160]. Micrometer-sized, few-layer graphene flakes in NMP were shown to be of
high quality, including the absence of any oxides, after characterization with TEM, electron
diffraction, Raman, and XPS spectra analysis [133]. Lastly, the exfoliation of graphene in SDBS
surfactant formed graphene that, through Raman spectrum analysis, looked comparable to that
produced by other production methods. Unfortunately, TGA showed that 64% of the film was
graphitic and the rest was influenced by residual surfactant. These flakes in SDBS were around a
micron in radius and 67% were less than 5 layers thick, with no large flakes thicker than 10
layers. In addition, conductivity of these films after annealing to remove surfactant is two orders
of magnitude less than films made with graphene in organic solvent [127], [143]. Even if the
dried suspensions create high quality graphene films, using surfactants or non-aqueous solvent
introduces additional purification steps and, especially in the case of using NMP, increases
processing costs. Lastly, the requirement for surfactant for aqueous dispersions should make it
clear that unmodified graphene lacks stabilizing functionality. Due to these complications, this
thesis avoided the use of suspensions of graphene.
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Figure 5: Raman spectra at 514nm of micromechanically cleaved graphene vs graphite [160]

1.1.4 Graphene Oxide
With production of epitaxial graphene
limited by the substrate, and the scaling of
CVD-produced graphene managable but still
governed by practical limits, deposition of
graphene from dispersions and inks of
Figure 6: A schematic for GO's structure [206]

graphene flake represents a seemingly easy

alternative. Indeed, recent reports of desirable electronic properties of coatings dried from
graphene inks have driven research on graphene dispersion methods and graphene materials
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that are readily dispersable [143],
[161]–[163]. Graphene oxide (GO) is a
popular example of a dispersible
graphene-related material. GO is
similar to graphene, but has a mixture
Figure 7: Examples of commercially available graphite, graphite
oxide, and palladium-modified graphene oxide. GO forms stable
aqueous dispersions, while graphite and graphene do not [583]

of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms
due to hydroxyl and epoxide groups

on the face planes and carboxylate groups on the edges [5], [130], [164]–[180]. Lacking the
hydrophobicity of pristine graphene, GO can be readily suspended in water. Interest in GO has
also been driven by the potential for its chemical modification: Pristine graphene cannot be
chemically altered without change of its structure and modificiation/reduction of its electronic
properties. Published work has commented upon graphene’s chemical inertness [163], [170],
[181]–[186] as its reactivity is lower than that of carbon nanotubes [163], [185]–[187]. The more
reactive parts of graphene appear to be edges, defects, and hydrogen/dangling bonds [184]–
[186], [188].
Of the three most used production methods for GO, the most common is Hummers’
method from 1957. Here GO results from the treatment of graphite with sulfuric acid, sodium
nitrate, and potassium permanganate. The other two methods, which are called Brodie’s and
Staudenmaier’s Methods, produce as by-products the explosive compounds potassium chlorate
and chlorine dioxide gas [189]–[192] or completely destroy graphene’s aromiticity [193].
Experiments and simulations have shown that GO shows pristine and oxidized regions of
1-2 nm each [194]–[198]. The starting amount of oxygen embedded in the graphene varies; it
can start as high as 64% oxidized [193], [199] or even a 2:1 carbon/oxygen ratio [200], although
2.5/1 C/O is commonly reported [201]–[204]. More detailed analyses have determined that 38.7
12

atomic% of carbon atoms form C-O bonds due to epoxy and hydroxy groups in the graphene
basal plane and 13 atomic% form C=O bonds as ketones and quinones on edges or carbonyls
[166]–[168], [201], [205], [206]. Some groups have had success controlling the degree of
oxidation [163], [194] by changing the amount of oxidizing agent used in the exfoliation [193],
[199], [206], using sonication during the reaction [207], or using heat treatment [200], [203],
[208] to bring the atomic percentage of oxygen down to ~8%. These can ultimately create
materials for different applications. The degree of oxidation affects graphene oxide’s behavior in
different pH environments, and it has been found that the degree of oxidation can also
influence hydrophilicity and can cause graphene oxide to act like a semi-surfactant or like a salt
[209]. The chemistry resulting from oxidation imparts a negative surface charge on graphene
oxide, particularly at the edges [169], and facilitating aqueous dispersion and ultimate use as
graphene inks, coatings, and even free standing graphene paper. Graphene dispersions have
also been used to develop composites [210]. Besides its dispersability, the surface chemistry of
graphene oxide forms the basis for varied and potentially useful interactions [163], [170]–[175],
[211]–[217]. Graphene oxide is capable of forming hydrogen bonds and complexing with metal
ions [193], [218]. In addition, the hydroxyl-containing groups can be used to link silane
molecules to graphenic materials, a technique learned from research done with CNTs [219]–
[234].
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Figure 8: Raman spectra for GO [153]

1.1.5 Reduced Graphene Oxide
Researchers are developing methods to use graphene oxide’s flexibility to modify
surfaces and then restore graphene’s original character while still maintaining the added
functionality. Strong reducing agents such as hydrazine [153], alkyl amines [235], and sodium
borohydride are used to convert the sp3 bonds of graphene oxide back into sp2 [1]. This reduced
graphene oxide, sometimes also known as “functionalized graphene” [236], can also be formed
via thermal reduction [200], [203], [208] and in basic environments with ammonia [237]. While
some of the original hydrophobic character of graphene is restored [5], [208], [238], [239], and
many in the field have resorted to a “good enough” approach and called the reduced graphene
oxide “graphene.” It is established, however, that oxygen groups still remain on the material in
significant quanitities that cannot be entirely removed [130], [153], [163], [170], [200]–[203],
[206], [236], [238], [240]–[254] and that chemical reduction increases the chances of new
defects, morphological changes, or damage to form [129], [130], [200], [236], [255], [256].
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Figure 9: Raman Spectra at 514nm of GO before and after hydrazine reduction [240]

1.1.6 Effects of Multiple Layers and Underlying Support vs Free-Standing
Sheets and Flakes
An important distinction in the properties of supported (epitaxial and CVD) graphene
and various dispersed forms is the potentially more intimate contact of the former with the
support. The support is known to change the topography [5], [257], water contact angle [71],
and electronic properties of single graphene layers. Studies with reduced graphene oxide sheets
have demonstrated that the first layer on a SiO2 substrate has half the conductivity of the other
layers [240]. The electron and hole mobilities reported for single and bilayer graphene
supported on substrates are usually O(104) cm2 V-1 s-1 [31]–[41] while they are O(105) cm2 V-1 s-1
for suspended monolayer graphene [41], [44] and O(106) cm2 V-1 s-1 for graphite at low
temperature [27], [258], [259]. Resistivity values generally fall into the range of O(10-5) to O(10-4)
Ohm-cm [24]–[26], [28]–[30], [42], [130], [260], with one group recording a value of
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2.38 x 10-5 Ohm-cm for a monolayer of graphene and 4.02x10-5 Ohm-cm for a trilayer sample
[89].

The influence of the support is an
important consideration in the discussion
of the physical and chemical properties
of supported graphene. While specific
examples are discussed in context, we
simply note here, that in some cases like
with metal supports, van der Waals
interactions contribute to the interactions

Figure 10: Conductivity vs Volume Fraction Graphitic Powder
for Graphite, RGO, and GO [153]

of supported single layer graphene,
making it this material, as a composite, behave differently from multilayer graphene or
dispersed graphene. Likewise, defects in single-layer graphene provide an opportunity for
substrate chemistry to infleunce the graphene. Wrinkles and ripples, normally inherent to
graphene’s structure [261], can be controlled with great care to features of 200 nm wavelengths
with a 2 nm amplitude [262], [263] for a single layer. These wrinkles can become more
pronounced, either due to a smaller wavelength or a larger amplitude, due to substrate
topography in either epitaxially- or CVD-grown graphene [264], [265]. They can also arise due to
oxygen groups or thermal strain due to annealing to remove residue or reduction techniques to
remove oxygen groups [80], [99], [218], [238], [266]. These defects and multilayer effects
further emphasize the importance of clarifying which graphene material and in what topography
is being investigated or probed.
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Electrical conductivity and resistivity are the best techniques to study differences in
supported vs unsupported graphene sheets. As previously mentioned, Raman spectra change
for an increasing number of layers, but high-quality supported graphene is indistinguishable
from high-quality unsupported graphene [267]. And also, due to the thinness of graphene, XPS,
AES, SXRD, and ellipsometry can have difficulty analyzing monolayers [19]–[23], [52], [57].

Figure 11: Shift of Raman spectra at 514nm with increasing number of graphene layers [160]

1.1.7 Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes are potential benchmarks for studies of graphene, due to the
similarities between these two materials classes: made of carbon with only sp2 bonds (if
pristine), high specific surface area, and remarkable mechanical and electrical properties.
Indeed, carbon nanotubes are essentially graphene sheets rolled into cylinders. Carbon
nanotubes have less specific surface area available for interaction; theoretically, single walled
tubes have an outer surface area of 1300 m2/g but are typically found to have below 500 m2/g
[5] and the small cylindrical diameter for the tube further prevents interaction with the interior,
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meaning graphene has the highest specific surface area among nanomaterials for
bioapplications.
Chemistries and modifications used for carbon nanotubes have been explored for
graphene. Most of these have been targeted towards usage of oxygen-containing groups,
defects, and edges present in graphene or graphene oxide [210], [268]–[271]. Silylation
mechanisms were previously mentioned and are one of the mechanisms translated from carbon
nanotube research to graphene [219]–[234]. One limitation of these methods that does not
affect graphene oxide and carbon nanotubes is that most of these reactions cannot be precisely
directed and thus will attack chemical groups on either edges or in plane [272], [273].
Some reactions do not target oxygen containing groups and can thus modify pristine
graphene, but graphene’s low reactivity compared to nanotubes mean that only highly reactive
species have been successful.
Diazonium salts have been used to
form aryl radicals that react with
graphene sheets, which is another
technique borrowed from nanotube
work [234], [274]–[276]. Diels-Alder
reactions have been attempted with
both nanotubes and graphene and
have revealed that both materials
can function as either diene or
Figure 12: Schematics showing differences between 3 kinds of
carbon: C60, nanotube, and graphene [584]

sp2

dienophile in that reaction, allowing

for another branch of synthesis and modification options [277]. Azides have been used for
nitrene reactions with both materals as well [278]–[285].
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Non-covalent methods for graphene modification, again translated from approaches
developed for nanotubes and fullerenes, include exploitation of π-π interactions [157], [279],
[286], [287]. Much success was achieved employing pyrene-derivatives of target compounds
[141], [142], [274], [288]–[291]. Some have argueed that DNA and peptides possess sufficient
aromatic character and have probed the modification of graphene via adsorption of these
molecules [292]–[295].

1.1.8 Concerns
Regardless of the exact chemical nature of the graphene being used, there are some
general concerns going forward with graphene, including challenges in characterization.
Physically, while graphene materials are known to have high tensile strength and flexibility,
simulations and experiments have demonstrated that graphene materials can relatively easily
be deformed through interactions with water nanodroplets. This can occur for graphene oxide
as it is drying from solution [180], especially if it is not supported by a more rigid substrate like
silicon dioxide [257]. The deformations have been shown to cause planar graphene oxide to
bend, fold, slide, roll, and zip and can cause them to become sandwiches, capsules, knots, and
rings [296]. Non-deformed graphene flakes also cause technical issues as they can block filters if
they deposit improperly and, due to their unusual aspect ratio, are difficult to characterize with
conventional dynamic light scattering [5].
Despite the potential impact graphene materials can have on biomedical devices, there
are also concerns about implanting graphene in the body because, although previously
referenced papers have discussed its lack of cytotoxicity, graphene’s high surface area, smooth
topography, and biopersistence are similar to solid-state implants that have been tumorigenic
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[131], [297]. These factors are shared with carbon nanotubes and asbestos fibers [298]. In vivo
experiments with graphene and carbon nanotube materials have found that they seem to
preferentially accumulate in tumors [299], abdominal cavity [300], kidney, liver, spleen [301],
and lungs [302]–[304]. While many papers have declared graphene to be non-cytotoxic, there
are also conflicting reports on whether graphene oxide does cause problems in vivo. Graphene
materials have been reputed to be non-toxic, but can cause high oxidative stress in cells [298],
[302], [305]–[308] as well as form granulomas in the lungs [302], [303]. Modifying the graphene
prior to implantation has the potential to remove all toxicity effects, though [309], [310]. It has
been hypothesized that graphene itself isn’t cytotoxic, but that the metals used in the
production of the graphene can be embedded within the material and be released in sufficient
amounts to be toxic [311]. In any case, these concerns affect not only patients that may have
carbon-modified biomedical implants, but also the occupational health of device makers.

1.2 Comparison of Properties
To establish the differences between and determine the quality of the various graphene
materials, researchers have employed a variety of techniques. In principle, the easiet to perform
is water contact angle goniometry to determine the advancing and receding contact angles of
water on graphene. However, implementation is complicated by the requirement for large test
areas. The published values for advancing water contact angle on pristine graphene range from
73 degrees for a monolayer of epitaxially grown graphene on silicon carbide [71] to 100 degrees
in simulations of monolayer graphene. Reduced graphene oxide films have displayed an
advancing angle of 127 [239], while graphene oxide films have displayed advancing angles
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between 40 [312] to 67 [239] and graphite showing 98 degrees [239]. Discrepancies could be
due to the roughness and non uniformity of the flakes used to create the paper-like films [239],
[313], the wetting transparency of graphene on various substrates [314]–[316], or even ambient
contamination obtained after sample preparation [317]. XPS has been used to determine
graphene quality. With graphene, XPS reports the carbon/oxygen ratio in the near-surface
region (1-12 nm) of a supported film, revealing degree of oxidation, as well as how many of each
type of oxidized bond (C-O, C=O, C-C) are present [153], [200], [238]. However, quantitatively
accurate results require a standardized sample, which has been difficult to develop for
graphene, the small sample size used to conduct XPS can mean that the overall material
possesses variable quality, and if the graphene is only a monolayer and/or the penetration
depth of the X-rays is too far, any substrate holding the graphene will be analyzed. Another
commonly used technique to test graphene quality is Raman spectroscopy. This analytical
technique also allows for detection of chemical bonds and therefore the composition of material
being sampled. When applied to graphene, researchers examine the G peak at ~1580 cm-1 and a
2D peak at ~2700 cm-1, both due to in-plane optical vibration and second-order zone boundary
phonons. This 2D peak shifts to higher wavenumber values and broadens as the number of
graphene layers increases to become more like graphite. A D peak at ~1350 cm-1 shows defects
present in the sample. Raman can show not only the quality of the graphene, but also the
number of layers; one group reported that a ratio of the 2D and G peaks around 4 with fullwidth of 30 cm-1 at half of the maximum of the 2D peak indicates monolayer graphene. And
lastly, the intensity ratio of the D and G peak can be used to show the amount of disorder in the
system due to ripples and edges, as well as chemical impurities [63], [91], [160], [267], [318].
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1.2.1 Compilation/Summary of Raman for Epitaxial vs CVD vs Flake
This section is a compliation of the previously mentioned Raman spectra for various
graphene materials. It also includes amorphous carbon, graphite, and nanotubes as additional
benchmarks. Due to the space occupied by the figures, the collection has been displaced onto
the following page.
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Figure 14: Raman Spectra at 488 nm of Epitaxially Grown
Graphene on SiC Formed at Two Different Reaction
Temperatures [319]
Figure 13: Frequency of the 2D Band of graphene on
copper as a function of laser excitation energy. The
three most common energies used to characterize
graphene fall between 2.18-2.54 eV [92].

Figure 15: Raman Spectra at 514nm of a CVD-grown
Graphene Deposited on SiO2 [93]

Figure 17: Raman Spectra at 514nm of Other
Carbon Materials [63]

Figure 16: Raman Spectra at 514nm for Micromechanically
Cleaved Graphene Flake [160]

Figure 18: Raman Spectra at 514nm for Graphene Oxide
(Top) and Reduced Graphene Oxide (Lower) [153]
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1.2.2 Electronic Metrics
This section is a compilation for the previously mentioned resistivity, electron and hole
mobility, and charge density values for the various graphene materials, as well as nanotubes.
Table 1: Comparison of Graphenic Material Electronic Metrics

Graphene Type

Resistivity (Ohm-

Electron and Hole

Charge Density

cm)

Mobility (cm2 V-1 s-

(cm-3)

1)

Epitaxial

O(10-4) to O(10-5)

3,000 at n ~

1012 [41], 1018-1019

[24], [25], [28]–[30],

3x1011 cm-2 [320]

[47]–[51], [321]

15,000 at n ~ 0.9 x

1012 [41], 1018-1019

1011 cm-2 [322]

[47]–[51], [321]

[42], [260]
CVD

2.38 x 10-5 [89]

3,750 at n ~
5x1012 cm-2 [90]
Micromechanically

O(10-4) to O(10-5)

280,000 at n ~ 4 x

1012 [41], 1018-1019

Cleaved

[24], [25], [28]–[30],

109 cm-2 [323]

[47]–[51], [321]

[42], [260]

10,000 at n ~ 5x 1012
cm-2 [10]

Reduced Graphene

3.5 x 10-5 [241]

2-1000 at n = 2.16 -

Oxide

5x1012 cm-2 [240],
[324], [325]

Graphene Oxide

0.34 [241]

Nanotube

O(10-3) to O(10-6)
[326]
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1.2.3 Water Contact Angle on Epitaxial, CVD-Grown on Copper, and Dried
Dispersions of Graphene, with Layer Number Effects
This section is a compilation for the previously mentioned water contact angle studies
with various graphene materials, including the differences between mono-, few-, and multilayer (graphite) when available.

Table 2: Comparison of Graphenic Material Advancing Water Contact Angles

Graphene Type

Monolayer

Few Layer

Multilayer/Graphite

Epitaxial

73 [71]

80 [71]

93 [71]

CVD

44 [317]

59.6 [317]

94 [315]

48 [315]

54 [315]

79 [327]

80 [314], [316]

91 [314], [316]
Micromechanically

45 [328]

64.4 [317]

Cleaved

91 [72]

(dried dispersion)

98.3 [239]
86 [316]
81.6 [329]

Reduced Graphene

127 [239]

Oxide
(dried dispersion)
Reduced Graphene

87 [72]

Oxide
(oxygen-treated
epitaxial)
Graphene Oxide

40-50 [5], [312]

(dried dispersion)

33 [330]

98.3 [239]
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67.4 [239]
0 [329]
Graphene Oxide

70 [72]

(oxygen-treated
epitaxial)
Simulations

90 [331], [332]
96 [316]

1.2.4 AFM and Topographical Characterization: Roughness and Wrinkles
This section is a compilation for the previously mentioned grain size, mean roughness,
and RMS roughness of various forms of graphene material.
Table 3: Comparison of Graphenic Material Topographic Character

Graphene Type
Epitaxial

Grain Size

Mean Roughness

200-500 Å [13], [22],

0.17 Å [13], [22],

[333]–[337]

[333]–[337]

RMS Roughness

20-60 nm [61], [63]–
[74]
140 nm [68]
CVD

160 nm [88]

1.97 nm [29]

192 nm [89]
336 nm [29]
Micromechanically

20 um [10]

50 nm layer variation

Cleaved

[6]

Reduced Graphene

50-175 nm [338],

40 nm size variation

Oxide

[339]

[330]

Graphene Oxide

50-175 nm [338],

40 nm size variation

[339]

[330]

Commercial Graphite

0.4 - 6.7mm [340]
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3.27 nm [29]

There is one limitation with regards to AFM: AFM cannot discern individual protein
molecules when the surface has over 0.26 mg/m2 [341]. This is a problem because this thesis
does study how fibrinogen adsorbs and behaves upon adsorption to graphene. However,
fibrinogen does seem to preserve its trinodular structure upon surfaces of varying
hydrophobicity after short adsorption times as very hydrophilic acid-etched glass [341] and mica
[342], [343] as well as on APTES, and hydrophobic graphite and OTS [342], [343].

1.2.5 Surface Charge and Electrokinetic Properties
The chemical structure of pristine graphene, its lack of dispersability in water [163], and
its hydrophobic contact angle [316], [331], [332] all suggest a lack of interfacial charge. Yet,
supported graphene sheets allow some interactions with the underlying substrate [314]–[316]
and there are reports of interfacial water between the graphene and the substrate [101],
creating the possibility of charge beneath supported graphene which could then influence the
electrostatic environment on the accessible graphene face. Separately, the chemistry of
graphene oxide and variations at the edge of graphene layers provide additional opportunity for
the development of charge. Despite these possibilities, there are limited studies addressing
electrostatic charge and its consequences for graphene behavior. It has been reported that
graphene oxide sheets have a Zeta potential of -42 mV in pH 7 deionized water [256], so they
are quite stable in aqueous media. One group found that exfoliating graphite in the presence of
sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate did make for a stable dispersion of graphene in aqueous
conditions, with a Zeta potential of -44mV in pH 7.4 deionized water. Notably, these graphene
flakes were rarely individual sheets, generally 10 layers or less, and had conductivity values 1/5
to 1/10 as much as reduced graphene oxide, a substantial departure from pristine graphene
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[143]. Reduced graphene oxide has a similar Zeta potential of -38mV at pH 7 [256]. One group
did report a value for reduced graphene oxide of -27mV at pH 7 with surface charge density of
~-3 x 10-3 C m-2 [344]. By comparison, carbon nanotubes in water have a Zeta potential of -13mV
or -23 mV when dispersed with some SDS [345].

1.3. Interactions with Graphene
The interaction of graphene with other materials is critical to its performance in
electronic and other applications. Consequences of interactions include the dispersion stability,
for instance by surfactant addition [345] or how interactions with a substrate influences
mechanical and electronic properties. Another example, some have looked at how to improve
cement and concrete materials research with graphene [164], [204], [346], [347]. The large
surface area of the individual sheets allows for graphene oxide to have many oxygen-containing
reaction points capable of acting as growth points for hydration reactions. These oxygencontaining functional groups are useful for cement as they not only allow for different crystal
formations [204] but also allow graphene oxide to have the strengthening capability of carbon
nanotubes with more homogeneous dispersion and increase the density of cement
microstructure [164]. Adding 0.05% by weight of graphene oxide sheets has been shown to
increase the flexural and compressive strength of cement and concrete by 41 to 59% and 14 to
33% [346]. Others have reported that adding sub-micron diameter graphene sheets by 0.03% by
weight increased compressive and tensile strength of cement by 46% and 50%, respectively,
which provided results similar to those seen with modified carbon nanotubes while requiring
less material [347].
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Bio-interactions of graphene will open another technological arena. For example,
chitosan films, which can be made antimicrobial against the bacterial strains Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, the yeast Candida albicans, the mold Aspergillus niger [348],
and the parasite Leishmania infantum [349] have been reinforced with graphene and not
become toxic to murine cell lines [350]. Researchers have successfully used polymers and
biomolecules, including DNA and custom oligonucleotides, to disperse single wall carbon
nanotubes, but efforts with salmon sperm DNA and graphene were not successful [125], [351]–
[357]. The bio-derived surfactants are important as it has been found that synthetic surfactants
tend to be toxic [358].

1.3.1 Proteins, with a Focus on Fibrinogen
Understanding how graphene materials interact with the biomaterials is important to
biosensor and biomaterial development and toxicity. Since protein adsorption precedes cellular
interactions, it is one of the focuses of this thesis. This project focused on fibrinogen, which is an
abundant blood protein that plays a crucial role in clot formation and both the inflammatory
and immune response of the body. Fibrinogen is composed of 2 sets of 3 non-identical chains
with a total mass of 340 kDa and dimensions of 4.5 x 4.5 x 47 nm. At neutral pH, fibrinogen is
negatively charged. Any biomedical devices or implants exposed to blood rapidly interact with
fibrinogen as it is typically found in a concentration range between 2-4 grams per liter or 2,0004,000 parts per million (ppm) [359]. Besides the general physical consequences of fibrinogen
adsorption on the surface affinity for other proteins, fibrinogen adsorption triggers an early
acute inflammatory response [5]. Fibrinogen’s primary role in clot formation occurs after it is
cleaved by thrombin into three sections of fibrin. Adsorbed fibrinogen can have adverse long-
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term effects, depending on its adsorbed state; it can contribute to collagen capsule formation
around implants [360] or clot formation and stroke.

1.3.1.1 Lessons Learned from Other Carbon Materials
Fibrinogen adsorption on graphene is best understood in the context of adsorption onto
other carbon-based materials. In general, adsorption on carbon is favored for molecules with
low solubility, partial hydrophobicity, or positive charge and for molecules with pi-bonds that
impart planarity and allow for pi-pi interactions [5]. The predominant thinking in literature is
that only molecules that take advantage of pi-pi bond stacking or molecules with strongly
hydrophobic regions can adsorb onto the sp2 sidewalls of carbon nanotubes and by extension
graphene faces. This is supported by the observation that the strongest adsorbers onto
nanotubes has been streptavidin [361], DNA [294], [295], and pyrene-based molecules [291], all
of which tend to bond via hydrophobic interactions. However, fibrinogen and albumin have
been found to adsorb on single walled carbon nanotubes [362], [363]. In addition, single walled
nanotubes have been found to deplete 14 amino acids and vitamins from cell culture medium
[364]. As well, nanotubes have been reported to interfere with toxicology assays by adsorbing
molecular probe dyes and reporting false toxicity [365]. With graphene oxide, peptides and DNA
are also the primary molecules being studied. Peptides can adsorb, but remain open to attack
from proteases [366]. Researchers have found that single stranded DNA, which has exposed
nucleotide bases, adsorbs more readily than double sided DNA. This is believed due to the
nucleotide bases binding to the sp2 regions of graphene oxide through hydrophobic forces and
pi-pi stacking, with hydrogen bonding between amines and oxygen-containing groups on the GO
also contributing. In addition, the GO sterically protects any adsorbed nucleotides from enzymes
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or intercalating agents [339], [367]–[370]. The hydrophobic forces and pi-pi stacking driving the
adsorption is strong enough to overcome electrostatic repulsion in high ionic strength or low
salt conditions [367] and appears to have dependence on graphene oxide thickness as single
sided DNA tethered onto graphene oxide sheets of roughly 8nm thickness as well as wrinkled
sheets instead of smooth ones [371]. That being said, there is also work showing that peptides
with positively charged side chains also adsorb onto graphene oxide [366] and single walled
carbon nanotubes [364]. However, other research has shown that some molecules that adsorb
onto graphene lose their bioactivity. These include RNA [372] and horseradish peroxidase [373].
Interactions with pristine graphene might be expected to differ substantially from the
findings with GO. Additionally, it is important to identify the effect of the number of layers of
graphene upon molecule-surface interactions, or trapped ions adsorbed onto the graphene or
stuck beneath it and the underlying support substrate, or the effect of the substrate itself upon
interactions. As mentioned before, some researchers have found that six layers of graphene
sheets adopts the characteristics of bulk graphite [315] but that was specifically with regard to
surface wetting. Protein-graphene interactions, with systematic varying the number of graphene
layers, has not been studied at the fundamental level, with multi-layer interactions primarily
acknowledged as due to defects during the graphene production process. It is expected,
however, that the adsorptive capacity of graphene for molecules decreases as the number of
layers increases [5]. Others have used molecular dynamics simulations to study how graphene
interacts with lipid bilayers and found that, as the layer number becomes small, graphene will
localize within the hydrophobic core of a lipid bilayer with minimal overall thickness, opening
the possibility of studying graphene-lipid hybrid structures [374]. This research field should
prove to be popular due to graphene’s 2D structure and large potential for lipid interaction. The
interactions of protein with graphene are important to study, not just to find out loading
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capability, but also to determine resulting activity after adsorption. It is feasible that when
graphenic materials may induce or improve toxic effects in the body since they could change
conformation or be transported to new areas after adsorbing to graphene [5]. Some have shown
that increasing the concentration of human plasma in experiments increases the affinity of low
molecular weight proteins to graphene while also increasing the number of reactive oxygen
species [375]. One team showed that the relatively robust enzyme Concanavalin A could adsorb
onto monolayer graphene that was CVD-grown on copper, but subsequently lost nearly all
bioactivity and required a linker molecule immobilized onto graphene in order to adsorb and
preserve functionality [376].

1.3.1.2 Lessons Learned from Other Materials (Importance of
Hydrophobicity on Denaturing)
Surface chemistry dramatically
influences the nature of protein
adsorption. Since proteins are generally
hydrated, surface hydrophobicity is an
important factor in their adsorption.
Devices in contact with blood will almost
immediately be coated with proteins, with

Figure 19: Adsorbed amounts of serum proteins vs externally
applied electric field [382]

fibrinogen being among the most
prominent [377]–[380] along with albumin [381]. Beyond adsorption itself, surface chemistry
and hydrophobicity exert a large influence on interfacial behavior of proteins with both high and
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low internal stability, also called “hard”
and “soft” proteins respectively [382]–
[385]. Hard proteins tend not to adsorb
onto hydrophilic surfaces without an
electrostatic attraction driving the
adsorption [382], [384], [386]. The surface
chemistry effect is so pronounced that on
PDMS and with porcine cells, one group
found that surface chemistry made more
Figure 20: Adsorbed amounts of beta-lactoglobulin vs bulk
solution concentration and surface hydrophobicity. 1% DDS is
the most hydrophobic, 0.0% DDS is a silicon wafer [389]

of an effect on cell alignment than
microtopography of the PDMS pattern or

elastic modulus [387]. Some proteins, like a-chymotrypsin and beta-lactoglobulin, also seem to
prefer hydrophobic surfaces [388], [389].
In addition to chemical factors, bulk concentration of the protein can influence how
individual molecules approach surfaces; a high concentration tends to cause proteins to adsorb
in an end-on, small footprint conformation while low concentration allows proteins to adsorb in
a more side-on, high footprint one [388],
[390]–[393]. This adsorption appears to be
more irreversible as well [394]–[397]. After
adsorption, the surface hydrophobicity still
plays a role in protein spreading and/or
denaturing. It is believed that hydrophobic
surfaces can interact strongly with proteins
and cause them to spread out [398] or

Figure 21: Fully adsorbed, fluorescently-labeled fibrinogen is
displaced by unlabeled albumin. Inset is adsorption kinetics of
labeled albumin. [402]
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denature to increase entropy between the protein and the surface [390]. This has been reported
to occur for lysozyme [399], a-lactoalbumin [400], cutinase and a-chymotrypsin [388], albumin
[382]–[385], [390], [401]–[404], polydopamine [405]–[410], and the primary protein of interest
for this work, fibrinogen [341], [401], [402], [411], [412]. Proteins that adsorb quickly can also
influence how other proteins adsorb later due to changes of hydration of the surface,
redistribution of charged groups at the interface, and conformational changes of the protein
[400], [413]. However, after adsorption, the composition of the adsorbed layer can change over
time. The initial, faster diffusing molecules can become displaced by other proteins with higher
surface affinity in a phenomena called the Vroman effect [402], [414]–[416]. Some have shown
that this Vroman effect is more pronounced on hydrophilic surfaces [417].
Protein adsorption and any conformational change upon adsorption are important due
to their ability to influence cell-surface interactions. In fact, material biocompatibility is usually
determined by the ability of these materials to adsorb proteins in an active state [418], [419]. In
vitro studies have shown that cells usually respond more favorably to hydrophilic surfaces,
possibly due to the preserved bioactivity of any adsorbed proteins [420]. This dependence of
cells upon protein layers has been observed for a wide range of cells from porcine [387], murine
[405], and human fibroblasts [408], [418] and osteoblasts [421]. This type of influence is also
shown with fibrinogen, which can only bind to inactivated platelets [422] and does not allow
monoclonal antibodies targeted towards its D fragment to attach unless it is in its adsorbed
conformation [394].
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To monitor protein
adsorption onto surfaces,
researchers utilize a number of
techniques. When focusing on active
biomolecules, one option is enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
Briefly, a surface is coated with an
antigen, which is then used to attach

Figure 22: Schematic of a Near Brewster Angle Reflectometer [585]

tagged antibodies linked to an
enzyme. This technique uses double molecular recognition to minimize the effect of false
positives and attempts to quantify how many molecules adsorb. It is, however, subject to the
expense of the material, the complexity of the recognition mechanism, and limited kinetic
resolution. The work in this thesis did not utilize ELISA, but it is mentioned here due to its
popularity in the biological research community. Ellipsometry is another technique not utilized
for this research, but is popular and should be briefly discussed as well. It measures the change
of polarized light upon reflection at an interface. This can determine thickness and amount of
protein adsorbed. Ellipsometry is very similar to a technique used for this research called Near
Brewster Angle Reflectometry. Here, a polarized laser is used as a light source and the amount
and thickness of material at an interface can be found based off of changes in refractive index.
Ellipsometry and reflectometry are similar in that they both use polarized light and measure
refractive index changes, but ellipsometry requires a high-refractive index substrate while
reflectometry is more versatile as it can accommodate transparent, flat material. Lastly, another
technique of interest that will be used to describe topography is atomic force microscopy.
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Fibrinogen behavior upon adsorption is a well-studied topic in literature, and this work
aims to expand upon that knowledge by showing how it performs on graphene in comparison
with other materials. The general adsorption of fibrinogen on surfaces of varying hydrophobicity
is also well studied. Fibrinogen can saturate pyrolytic carbon surfaces after 30 minutes to
roughly 4.5 mg/m2 [423]. In the Santore group, it was found that fibrinogen can adsorb on selfassembled monolayers to the amount of 2 mg/m2 on hydrophobic 1H,1H,2H,2Hperfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTCS), 2.5 mg/m2 on hydrophobic hexadecyltrichlorosilane
(C16), and 3.5 mg/m2 on uncharged,
hydrophilic OH (made with N-(3triethoxysilylpropyl)-4hydroxybutyramide) after 30 minutes
[401]. Adsorbed height on hydrophilic
mica and silica seems to be consistent
between groups with a height right
Figure 23: Fibrinogen footprints on 3 surfaces with varying
hydrophobicity [401]

around 1.7 nm [341], [342], [424].
However, the adsorbed height on

graphite was only 1 nm, which suggests some degree of unfolding or spreading [342], [424].
Previous work in the Santore lab showed the effects of surface hydrophobicity upon the
spreading or unfolding rate of fibrinogen ranging from 0.04 nm2/molecule for a hydrophilic
surface to 0.26 nm2/molecule for a hydrophobic one [401]. Fibrinogen footprints were initially
100 nm2 on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, ending with footprints of 500 nm2 on a
hydrophobic surface after ~3 hours and a 160 nm2 footprint on a hydrophilic surface after ~11
hours [412]. Interestingly, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces can have a similar binding
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energy of 6kT, but this energy barrier is independent of adsorption history on hydrophobic
surfaces while this was not true of hydrophilic surfaces [411].

1.3.2 Ions and Foreign Atoms
Graphene’s surface chemistry can also be influenced by ions and foreign atom
adsorption. The π* orbitals are ideal targets for electron-rich ions and alkali metals [170].
Simulations have shown that adatoms from Groups I-III of the periodic table adsorb with the
adsorption is similar to ionic bonding with little change in graphene’s character. However,
transition, noble, and Group IV metal adatoms strongly hybridize with graphene and attach
covalently [425]. Another simulation showed that transition metal adatom adsorption turns
graphene into a magnetic metal [426] and that iron turns graphene from semiconductor to
metal [427]. Others have also studied the diffusion barrier for various atoms after graphene
adsorption and found that nitrogen and oxygen adsorb strongly and do not move around the
graphene surface due to a high diffusion barrier [428]. Even pure water can influence
graphene’s hydrophobicity; hydroxide and hydronium can induce charge at interfaces due to
shifting of dipole moments [429], [430] or by reacting with trace organic material present in
laboratory settings [431]. These foreign atoms and ions and induced changes in surface charge
and hydrophobicity can influence water contact angle [317] and protein adsorption and
denaturing.
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1.4. This Thesis
This thesis aims to identify and, as much as possible, to distinguish and quantify the
interactions which act at the aqueous interface of large-area, silica-supported graphene. The
fundamental understanding gained from this approach will broadly inform the design of
graphene-based materials and surfaces in sensing, bioelectronics and other biomaterial
applications, graphene toxicity, and other technological sectors which might employ graphene
materials in a wet environment.
The work takes a fundamental approach, relying on model systems (fibrinogen, a model
protein, and silica microparticles as cell-sized objects) to probe the nature of the aqueous
interface with supported graphene. Motivated by the diversity of information on graphenematerials that include oxides and reduced graphene oxide (still with much chemical functionality
and sp3 character), this work focuses on supported, CVD graphene, in the most accessible
pristine form, in order to focus on a truly sp2 material. We envision that the additional
interactions of oxidized chemistries on regions of more heterogeneous specimens could be
understood from the work in this thesis: This thesis focuses on the sp2 material because it is not
well-understood at this point. Suspension-based studies of pristine graphene flake are limited
by a lack of stability and the heterogeneity in the numbers of layers per flake or particle. The
supported graphene in this thesis is 1-3 layers thick, so that the system is well-defined. The
large area of the graphene in the current work enables the sp2 face itself to be the focus of the
research. Our study is not dominated by interactions of sparse flaws or edges of flakes, nor is
the work limited by adhesion and aggregation. The supported graphene in this thesis is
produced by established state of the art methods and benchmarked with the current
characterization tools: contact angle, Raman spectroscopy, and XPS to ensure it reproduces the
literature and is reproducible in our labs.
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The work considers molecular- and micron-scale interactions with supported graphene,
bridging from protein adsorption to cell-scale interactions but employing silica particles as a
well-defined model for bacteria and cells. The study also examines the near-graphene aqueous
environment using a fluorescence-based pH (or potential) sensor. The behavior of supported
graphene is compared with that of the bare support, with polycarbonate as a model polymer (in
some cases), and with relevant materials in the literature.

Chapter 1 has provided an introduction to graphene-related materials, and the current
understanding on its interactions in aqueous systems.
Chapter 2 presents a study of fibrinogen adsorption on supported graphene, focusing on
adsorption kinetics and the dynamics of interfacial reconformation. The findings are
distinguished from fibrinogen adsorption on silica (the support material) and put in context of
fibrinogen adsorption on model hydrophobic surfaces in the literature. The study also
reexamines the concept of graphene hydrophobicity (or super-hydrophobicity) from the
literature.
Chapter 3 presents a study of silica particle deposition kinetics and amount on
supported graphene, with comparison to deposition on silica. The influence of ionic strength is
probed. The work includes substantial first principles calculations of microparticle interactions
with supported graphene in order to explain the observations in the context and isolate the
roles of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions.
Chapter 4 presents a study of the longstanding claim that graphene is a super-efficient
fluorescence quencher. Fluorescently-tagged fibrinogen is used to probe the influence of ionic
strength. The observed quenching behavior is compared to that of fluorescently-tagged
fibrinogen interacting with silica and polycarbonate.
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Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and provide suggestion on further investigations that
should be interesting.
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CHAPTER 2. FIBRINOGEN ADSORPTION AND RECONFORMATION
KINECTICS ON LARGE-AREA GRAPHENE COMPARED WITH
POLYCARBONATE AND SILICA
2.1 Introduction
Protein adsorption is an important process affecting performance and biomaterial fate
in the body and in diagnostic or sensor devices. Often, adsorbing proteins undergo
conformational changes at an interface or denature [400], [432]–[434], driven by the
competition between protein-surface interactions and those between different regions on the
protein itself. These conformation changes in turn alter protein interactions with cells or other
biomolecules. Additionally, in complex mixtures and biological fluids, denaturing of the first
proteins adsorbed to a surface can prevent subsequent adsorption and impair the exchange of
proteins between surface and solution, affecting the interfacial composition [402].
Recent interest in new electronic materials such as graphene for use in biosensors and
bioelectronics [435], [436] raises the issue of protein-graphene interactions. On classical
diagnostic and biomaterial surfaces (without biomolecular fragments that impart binding
specificity) protein adsorption and interfacial denaturing is driven by physico-chemical
interactions: van der Waals forces, electrostatics, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobicity, and
hydration forces [437]. In the case of graphene, however, the potential for these interactions is
greatly altered and, indeed, there has been a focus on graphene-functionalization exploiting pipi interactions between graphene and anchoring species [376]. This approach requires prowess
in organic synthesis, and so functionalization of graphene through strong but controlled protein
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physisorption, to the extent that it occurs, is an alternative. This provides additional motivation
for an understanding of protein adsorption on graphene.
Towards an understanding of protein physisorption on graphene, simulations anticipate
conformational changes of model peptides interacting with graphene [292], [438]–[441], and
early experimental evidence confirms protein adsorption and denaturing [292]. Some
characterize the interactions of proteins with graphene as “unreliable” [442], suggesting, at the
very least, a poor understanding of these interactions. This understanding is further confounded
by the different graphene-related materials in the literature: reduced graphene oxide, epitaxial
graphene, multilayer sheet graphene, and graphene inks.
While an understanding of protein-graphene interactions is in its infancy, it remains true
that protein adsorption to classical materials has itself been viewed as complicated, with reports
of history-dependent adsorption of common blood proteins [443], [444], influence of process
variables (which can produce variations between labs) [445]–[447], and incorrect assumptions
about the relationship between the adsorbed amount and the binding energy [448]. It is
necessary, therefore to study protein-graphene interactions with care in experimental design
and interpretation.
As a point of departure for developing an understanding of protein-graphene
interactions we present here a study of fibrinogen adsorption on graphene, targeting an
understanding of the adsorbed amounts and rates, the dependence of adsorption on bulk
solution concentration and flow rate, and on evidence for interfacial denaturing. Fibrinogen is
chosen because it is abundant in blood, playing critical roles in clot formation and can facilitate
infection through bacterial adhesion, including binding to S. aureus [449]. Fibrinogen has been
closely studied in the literature in many labs including ours [342], [424], [450]–[453]. Most
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notably we reported fibrinogen adsorption on model hydrophobic and hydrophilic monolayers
[401], [402], [411], [412]. These served as model substrates for the fundamental understanding
of interfacial protein interactions. Equally important, however, that work presented a new
method to quantitatively infer protein denaturing kinetics from series of adsorption traces.
The current work revisits the questions of how surface chemistry influences protein
adsorption and interfacial denaturing in the context of modern materials relevant to
bioelectronics and diagnostics. We benchmark fibrinogen adsorption on graphene against that
on silica, polycarbonate, and the self-assembled monolayers of our previous studies. The
graphene in the current study comprises single large area sheets containing 1-3 atomic layers,
grown by chemical vapor deposition on copper and transferred to the silica surface of acidetched glass slides [80]. Graphene in this supported macroscopic sheet form differs from
graphene oxide and films formed from dispersions of small graphene flakes. It also potentially
differs in its biointeractions from coatings of reduced graphene oxide and from graphene flake
because of its flat and relatively smooth character. Coatings containing graphene flakes and
particles have been shown to exhibit far greater roughness [239], and might be dominated by
the edges of individual flakes. Thus, the current work focuses on protein interactions mostly
with the face of single large scale graphene sheets in nearly as perfect a configuration as we
could achieve, to assess the impact of graphene-fibrinogen interactions on fibrinogen
adsorption and denaturing. While there are certainly flaws in cm2-sized specimens, we show
here substantial consistency between different specimens, and a picture of protein adsorption
that is consistent relative to benchmarks.
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2.2 Materials and Methods
Bovine serum fibrinogen, fraction I type I-S, was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (CAS
9001-32-5) and used as received. Protein and rinse solutions were pH 7.4 phosphate buffer
(0.008M Na2HPO4 plus 0.002M KH2PO4). To facilitate measurements of protein adsorption,
fibrinogen was labeled in pH 9 carbonate buffer (0.046M NaHCO3 plus 0.004M Na2CO3) with
fluorescein isothiocyanate Isomer I from Aldrich (CZ 3326-32-7) following established
procedures [402]. It was subsequently purified, primarily to remove free label, by elution
through a Bio-Gel P-6 gel column (Bio-Rad Laboratories) in pH 7.4 buffer. Fluorescein label
density was quantified by absorbance at 278 and 493±2 nm for the protein and dye respectively,
in a Shimadzu UV3600 Spectrophotometer. Labeling densities were in the range of 3-7 /
fibrinogen molecule, depending on the batch.
Silica substrates were microscope slides (Fisherfinest from Fisher Scientific, catalog
number 12-544-4), etched overnight in concentrated sulfuric acid and rinsed thoroughly in DI
water to produce a silica surface. Polycarbonate flats were cut from DVD+R 16x recoding media
from Memorex. This was chosen as a model for a realistic plastic surface which might be
adapted to a readable diagnostic or sensing device. In this study the exterior smooth surfaces
were employed (rather than the interior grooved surfaces). DVD disks had their layers separated
and were soaked for two days with two washes of 100% ethanol from Fisher to remove dye and
a metallic data layer. After extensive drying, they were then treated with oxygen plasma in a
Harrick Plasma Cleaner DPS-32G in vacuum.
Graphene was synthesized by chemical vapor deposition on Cu foil at 1000°C with
methane as the carbon precursor [80]. After growth, the copper-graphene was coated with
spincast PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate). The copper was then removed by etching in iron
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chloride, leaving a polymer graphene film floating on the surface of the solution. The solution
was replaced twice with deionized (DI) water to rinse away the residual etchant and then the
film was transferred to an acid-etched microscope slide (described above), graphene side
towards the glass. Acetone was employed to remove the PMMA. Residual PMMA was removed
by annealing at 240°C for 1 hour in a stream of nitrogen. The quality of the graphene film was
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Samples for XPS were transferred to the introduction
chamber immediately after preparation.
Contact angle characterization of surfaces was conducted in a Rame-Hart Goniometer
using DI water obtained from Millipore Milli-Q UF reverse osmosis system. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out on a Phi Quantum 2000 ESCA hemispherical
spectrometer with Al Kα (1486.6 eV) excitation source. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
characterization of the supported graphene and the microscope slides employed a Multi-Mode
AFM-2 with a Nanoscope IV scanning probe microscopy controller (Veeco Instruments, Inc.) was
used for imaging. Standard tapping mode AFM probes with nominal spring constants of 42 N/m
and nominal resonance frequencies of 320KHz were employed. Imaging was carried out in
tapping mode with RMS amplitudes between 0.5 and 1.0V. Scan rates of 1 Hz were used.
Fibrinogen adsorption was studied using a custom-built total internal reflectance
fluorescence (TIRF) chamber mounted inside a Spex Fluorolog II fluorescence
spectrophotometer. This laminar slit chamber, including the walls presenting the test surfaces,
was identical to the chambers employed previously in our works on reflectometry and protein
adsorption [401], [402], [454]. Protein adsorption was monitored by total internal reflectance
fluorescence with excitation at 488 nm and emission at 520 nm. In each protein adsorption run,
pH 7.4 phosphate buffer flowing at the wall shear rate of interest was replaced by flowing
protein solution at the specified concentration. After protein adsorption, usually for 20 minutes
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but longer in the slower flowing runs as indicated, the protein solution was replaced by flowing
buffer. Protein adsorption was tracked in-situ in real time throughout each run.

2.3 Results
Surface characterization
Figure 25 presents XPS and Raman spectra characterizing the graphene surfaces. Critical
in distinguishing the surfaces in this study from others in the literature are the numbers of
graphene layers, the chemical purity of the graphene, and accessibility of proteins to the
graphene itself. The use of PMMA in transferring the graphene to the microscope slides
introduces PMMA contaminants to the graphene surface, as revealed in the XPS C 1s spectra of
Figure 25, the 4th spectrum down. Comparison of the features at 289 and 286 eV in the
processed graphene films to those in the spectra for PMMA films spincast on graphene as
controls suggests that the amount of PMMA residue on processed graphene before annealing is
small but significant. Most importantly, this residue is removed by the annealing step, within
resolution by XPS.
Figure 24 presents a typical Raman spectrum of the annealed graphene film. This
example is in good accord with the literature for graphene [80]. The prominence of the three
peaks confirms the high quality of the graphene, with one, two or three layers (that is some
spots in the specimen were one while others were two or three layers thick.)
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Figure 24: A typical Raman spectrum for
graphene after transfer to silica and annealing
to remove residual PMMA. The ratio between
intensity of G peak (1580 cm-1) to 2D (Gʹ) peak
(2700 cm-1) indicates 1~3 layers of graphene.

Figure 25: C 1s core level spectra for graphene, before and after
annealing (bottom 2 spectra) and for a series of PMMA films
spincast on graphene (top 3 spectra). The top three films have
the PMMA masses indicated.

Figures 26 and 27 present typical AFM images and example roughness traces of the
annealed graphene and of the acid-etched microscope slides, respectively. The microscope
slides, except for sparse pits, are relatively smooth, with sub-nanometer roughness (RMS = 0.79
nm and mean roughness of 0.53 nm). The graphene surfaces are rougher, with values typically
between 1 and 2 nm for different specimens studied. The wrinkles, edges, and occasional holes
observed on our transferred graphene sheets are features that have been observed in that labs
studying graphene transfer [455]. Additionally, nanoscale wrinkles in supported graphene have
been attributed to annealing procedures, where differences in the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the substrate and of the graphene itself can produce stress [456], [457]. Our AFM
data, along with Raman spectra, suggest that our graphene is high quality, consistent with that
produced by others who developed the transfer method [80].
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Figure 26: (A) Typical AFM image and (B) and (C) height scans at the positions indicated on graphene that has been
transferred and annealed. The RMS roughness is 2.45 nm and the mean roughness is 1.89 nm.

Figure 27: (A) Typical AFM image and (B) and (C) height scans at the positions indicated on an acid-washed
microscope slide. The RMS roughness is 0.788 nm, and the mean roughness is 0.530 nm.

Surfaces were additionally assessed by water contact angle, summarized in Table 4. The
values reported here are averages of 3 measurements on each of 3 separate specimens, for a
total of 9 recordings for each type of surface. The error reported in Table 4 represents the
standard deviation. The contact angles of our samples follow expectations for epitaxial and large
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area graphene sheets [71], [72], [315]. For graphene, the contact angle on printed graphene inks
or dried flakes can reflect the impact of surface roughness and edges of individual flakes [239],
[329], [458]. The contact angle reported on plasma-etched polycarbonate is substantially lower
and exhibits greater hysteresis than on the original polycarbonate surfaces.
Table 4: Water Contact Angles

Material
Graphene, annealed
Silica, on acid-etched glass
Polycarbonate, plasma etched

Advancing Angle
76.8 ±4.2°
5.5 ±0.4°
46.3 ±6.9°

Receding Angle
30.8 ±5.4°
0
7.3 ±3.2°

Fibrinogen Adsorption
Typical kinetic traces for fibrinogen adsorption on graphene from gently flowing buffer
at different protein concentrations and a wall shear rate of γ = 5 s-1 are shown in Figure 28.
Shown in the insets is qualitatively similar fibrinogen adsorption kinetics on silica and

polycarbonate at the same conditions. Experiments such as these were run in triplicate and the
data in Figure 28 are typical of runs at each concentration/ flow rate combination. In general,
the initial adsorption is relatively rapid and proportional to the bulk solution concentration;
coverage levels off at several mg/m2; and the protein is retained upon introduction of flowing
buffer. The slight signal decrease upon buffer re-introduction indicates removal of only a small
amount of loosely bound protein. The initial protein adsorption rates are in quantitative
agreement with the mass transport (diffusion)-limited rates for our flow chamber. These
qualitative features, seen for graphene and the other surfaces in this study, are typical of
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fibrinogen adsorption (and other proteins as well) on many surfaces including hydrophobic and
hydrophilic monolayers [401], [402].

Figure 28: Fibrinogen adsorption on graphene from three different protein solution concentrations.
Adsorption on glass and polycarbonate for the same concentrations, color coded similarly, shown in
inset. The flow rate corresponds to a wall shear rate of 5 s-1 in all runs. Buffer is reintroduced at 26
minutes

Close examination of Figure 28, however, reveals some quantitative differences
between fibrinogen adsorption on graphene, for instance versus silica. On graphene, the bulk
solution concentration has a greater effect on the ultimate adsorbed amount than is the case on
silica. The sensitivity to protein concentration more resembles adsorption on polycarbonate or,
in the literature, hydrophobic self-assembled monolayers [401], [402], [411].
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Figure 29 shows the influence of flow rate on fibrinogen adsorption on graphene,
benchmarked against that on the other two surfaces. Consistent with expectations, there is
moderate increase in adsorption rate on all three surfaces with increased flow. In the case of
graphene and polycarbonate, the adsorbed amount also increases with flow rate. By contrast on
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Figure 29: Fibrinogen adsorption on graphene from 25 ppm fibrinogen solutions, with three different wall shear rates.
Adsorption on glass and polycarbonate for the same concentrations, with wall shear rates similarly color coded, shown
in inset. Buffer is reintroduced at 25 minutes, or in runs conducted at a shear rate of 1.5s-1, 44 minutes.

Figures 28 and 29 reveal that while the substrate influences the ultimate coverage and
longer-term fate of the surface, the initial kinetics are diffusion limited and therefore not
substrate-dependent. On graphene, fibrinogen adsorption is governed by a high binding
strength and a lack of energy barriers to adsorption, also the case for other surfaces including
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the silica and polycarbonate. Such transport-limited protein adsorption is common [402], [450],
[459] because fibrinogen, like many proteins, presents different functionalities that facilitate
adhesion to surfaces of different chemistries. Protein retention on rinsing is consistent with the
initial rapid adsorption: fibrinogen is not weakly bound to these surfaces.

Interfacial Fibrinogen Relaxation
In Figure 28, the increase in ultimate coverage with bulk solution protein concentration
is a common observation, frequently interpreted in the context of an adsorption isotherm [448].
The observed protein retention (lack of reversibility on rinsing timescales) in Figures 28 and 29,
however, argues against an equilibrium interpretation in favor of a mechanism involving
interfacial reconformations and trapped surface states. Indeed, on graphene and polycarbonate,
the observed increase in the ultimate fibrinogen coverage with flow rate (at fixed free protein
concentration) further supports an important role of interfacial reconformation.
One possibility is that after initial adsorption, the effective footprint of each protein
grows due to interfacial denaturing or re-orientation. The final coverage is approached when the
surface becomes covered with no substantial remaining open areas sufficient to anchor
additional fibrinogen. Accordingly, in runs where protein arrives slowly (at dilute bulk solution
concentrations or slow flow rates) there is relatively more time for initially adsorbed proteins to
reconform. As a result, the incorporation of additional new molecules becomes hindered at
lower coverages, compared with runs in which proteins arrive to the interface more quickly (for
instance at high concentrations and flow rates). While protein may slowly add to a jammed
surface at long times, controlled by the jammed proteins already on the surface, we are
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primarily interested in the initial growth of the footprint of each protein and the onset of
saturation is that dictated by interactions with the substrate at relatively short times.
With competition between protein arrival to the interface and the spreading of
adsorbed proteins, kinetic traces such as those in Figures 28 and 29 contain information about
the rate of fibrinogen spreading in the time period shortly after the adhesion of each molecule.
A simple way to extract this information is to plot the effective footprint of the average
fibrinogen molecule, obtained from the saturation coverage or that at about 20 minutes, as a
function of the characteristic adsorption time for a particular run. We introduced this strategy
over a decade ago [402] and summarize the procedure here. The average molecular footprint is
simply the inverse of the near-saturation coverage, an area per molecule. The characteristic
time for each run is chosen as τ-75, the time to reach 75% of the ultimate coverage. For traces

exhibiting long-term upward drift we employ the coverage at 20 minutes, well past the shoulder
but not including too much of these slow processes that can last for days. These longer-lasting
processes are outside the focus of this work. In this way, τ-75 approximates the duration of the

period over which most of the proteins came to the surface. It is designed to be insensitive, as
much as possible, to the shape of the shoulder and to slow processes at long times.
Figure 30 plots the average footprint as a function of τ-75, for many different runs at

varied flow rates and bulk solution concentrations, including the data in Figures 5 and 6. For
each surface, the points fall on a single curve, though they represent different bulk solution
concentrations and flow rates. This first observation suggests that the variation in ultimate
coverage with both flow rate and concentration is indeed a result of a common underlying
surface process, with a characteristic time that can be estimated from each run.
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Figure 30: Growth of average fibrinogen footprint as a function of average surface residence time, where residence
time is approximated as the time to reach 75% of the ultimate coverage, measured at 20 minutes. Data include runs
from 25 to 100 ppm and wall shear rates from 1.5 to 22 s-1. Lines are linear least squares fits to data less than 500
seconds.

The next interesting feature of Figure 30 is that the ranges of footprints reported on the
different surfaces are consistent with the size of the fibrinogen molecule: 4.5 x 4.5 x 47 nm. The
effective footprint of ~120 nm2 at short times suggests an initially adsorbed fibrinogen
conformation that is an average of end-on (4.5 x 4.5 = 20 nm2) and side-on (4.5 x 47 = 211 nm2)
conformations, where both occur. The effective footprints seen at later times, in the range of
120 – 270 nm2 are also consistent with the size of the fibrinogen molecule. It is not clear if the
increase with time is a result of protein reorientation or if true loss of protein structure occurs
(though we expect that both do occur). An additional point regarding the numerical values of
the footprint is that the numbers reported on the y-axis of Figure 30 have been calculated from
the long-time (20 minute) coverages. The type of protein-protein interactions that limit
coverage are not well defined and so we cautiously interpret the footprint as an excluded
surface area rather than an exact molecular dimension.
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Most striking in Figure 30 is the influence of the substrate on protein “spreading”. On
silica, the fibrinogen footprint is constant and the short time molecular conformation appears to
be preserved. By contrast on graphene and DVD surfaces, the protein footprint doubles in a
time of about 600 s. These differences are quite distinct, though the footprints on the
polycarbonate possess uncertainty that reflect the adsorption kinetics on this particular surface.
In the case of the polycarbonate, runs at slow flow rates and dilute conditions (25 ppm and γ =

1.5 s-1) were extremely rounded and exhibited slow continued increases in coverage even at 3040 minutes, and so definition of a saturation coverage and hence τ-75 was difficult. We applied
the criterion for coverage at 20 minutes for consistency in this case and found τ-75s near 700 s
for the three test runs (showing good reproducibility), but a different cut off time would have
given a slightly different result. In contrast, for graphene or silica, a cut off of 30 rather than 20
minutes would not have visibly changed the positions of the points in Figure 30. Also true for
this analysis, the runs where proteins arrive slowly to the surface contain a statistically broader
range of early and late arriving proteins and a different distribution of surface conformations
[411].
Even with these cautions, it is clear in Figure 30 that the fibrinogen footprint increase
with time on graphene and on the DVD is significant. Indeed, the increases in molecular
fibrinogen area reported here are qualitatively consistent with the previously observed trend
that fibrinogen denatures more rapidly and extensively on more hydrophobic surfaces [401],
[412]. This increase must be bounded, as the molecular footprint cannot increase infinitely,
however, our procedure to extract the footprint from simple kinetic traces is limited to relatively
short spreading times and cannot access the maximum long-time footprint which would occur
on a dilute surface where multiple proteins do not interact [412].
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Figure 31 compares the footprint growth rates found in the current study to those
measured on non-charged self-assembled monolayers of varied hydrophobicity, with contact
angle being a measure of the latter. While the current datum for spreading on silica neatly
extends the curve generated by Wertz’s self-assembled monolayers, the graphene and
polycarbonate surfaces fall above the curve for self-assembled monolayers. That is, while on the
non-SAM surfaces increased hydrophobicity accelerates protein reconformation, other factors,
such as surface heterogeneity and roughness, may also additionally facilitate reconformation.
Indeed, the footprint growth rates found on graphene and polycarbonate exceed those on self-
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Figure 31: Spreading rates on different surfaces, compared with initial fibrinogen spreading rates on self-assembled
monolayers, from Wertz 2001 [30].

Regarding fibrinogen adsorption onto graphene, a few final points are worth noting:
Graphene, with an advancing contact angle of 77°, is not as hydrophobic as some self-assembled
monolayers (advancing contact angle 100°-110°). Regardless, hydrophobicity, or more precisely
the structure of water near a graphene surface, plays a key role in driving fibrinogen adsorption
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and subsequent reconformations. π-π interactions are not necessary to produce relatively
irreversible (on moderate experimental timescales) protein binding. Further, the silica/glass
substrate beneath the 1-3 graphene layers may contribute van der Waals attractions toward
fibrinogen, but silica does not dominate the XPS and Raman spectra of the supported graphene,
and is unlikely to dominate the protein capture. Additionally, a comparison between fibrinogen
footprints on silica and graphene reveals real differences: post-attachment interfacial
reconformations on the supported graphene surface are a result of graphene-fibrinogen
interactions and cannot be attributed to longer range interactions of the fibrinogen with the
silica/glass beneath the graphene.
Also interesting regarding the DVD surface, interfacial fibrinogen reconformations are
substantial. While the polycarbonate has been treated to produce a negatively charged surface
and while the contact angle data are intermediate between hydrophobic and hydrophilic,
evolution of fibrinogen footprints are more typical of hydrophobic than hydrophilic surfaces.
Perhaps some hydrophobic character remains accessible at short range relative to electrostatic
repulsions.

2.4 Conclusions
This study established adsorption behavior of fibrinogen on graphene, silica, and
polycarbonate from controlled mild shearing flow. Fibrinogen adsorption onto these three
surfaces is substantial, producing coverages on the order of several mg/m2. Fibrinogen is
negligibly removed during rinsing, for times on the order of tens of minutes. On graphene and
polycarbonate, but not on silica, the ultimate amount of adsorbed fibrinogen was sensitive to
bulk solution concentration and flow rate.
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While an adsorption isotherm concept might explain the increase in bound protein with
bulk solution concentration, it cannot explain the influence of flow on the ultimate protein
coverage. Also, the effectively irreversible protein binding argues against an equilibrium
interpretation. A better explanation is that interfacial reconformations alter the average
fibrinogen footprint as a function of surface residence time, and this in turn limits the ultimate
coverage on the different surfaces, especially graphene and polycarbonate. The interpretation
was supported by an analysis of the effective molecular footprint (the excluded surface area
that ultimately determines protein coverage) as a function of the surface residence time of the
adsorbed molecules. The average surface residence time for the fibrinogen molecules
progressively added to the surface over a particular run was estimated by τ-75, the time needed
to reach 75% of the ultimate coverage in a particular run. Remarkably, for runs that varied both

wall shear rate and bulk solution concentration, the footprint as a function of τ-75 collapsed to a
single curve depending only on the type of surface.

In benchmarking fibrinogen adsorption on graphene, polycarbonate, and silica against
that on self-assembled monolayers, qualitative similarities were found. The lack of fibrinogen
reconformation on silica was quantitatively consistent with the trend previously reported on
self-assembled monolayers. However, the substantial rapid fibrinogen reorientation or
denaturing on graphene and polycarbonate exceeded the fibrinogen denaturing rates on the
self-assembled monolayers. It was speculated that interfacial heterogeneity (compared with
model self-assembled monolayers) could contribute to an increased protein reconformation
rate.
The study showed that despite the unusual nature of graphene, fibrinogen adsorption
on flat graphene surfaces is qualitatively typical of fibrinogen adsorption on other surfaces.
Further, a comparison of fibrinogen adsorption on the supported graphene surface with that on
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silica alone argues that the character of graphene drives fibrinogen reorientation or denaturing,
and the underlying van der Waals interactions between the protein and the silica/glass are not
responsible for the character of fibrinogen adsorption on supported graphene. Further, any
flaws or tears in the graphene cannot have produced the reconformation reported here.
The findings show that the use of graphene as a biomaterial holds promise and
challenges shared by many other materials. In particular, the strong fibrinogen adsorption and
denaturing reported here argues that graphene interfaces may by subject to the same
biofouling seen on most materials but, alternately, protein adsorption may comprise a means of
graphene functionalization without reliance on pi-pi interactions.
Acknowledgements: AWC and MMS acknowledge support in different years from NSF 12-64855
and the IGERT from the Institute for Cellular Engineering at UMass, NSF 0654128. ALB
acknowledges support from NSF CMMI-1025020 the UMass Center for Hierarchical
Manufacturing.
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CHAPTER 3. EVIDENCE FOR NEGATIVE CHARGE NEAR LARGEAREA SUPPORTED GRAPHENE IN WATER: A STUDY OF SILICA
MICROSPHERE INTERACTIONS
3.1 Introduction
Graphene is a two-dimensional material at the focus of intense research due to its
unique electronic properties and varied applications in flexible electronics, biomaterials, and
sensors [33]. The nature of the aqueous graphene interface is particularly important, not only
because of its direct role in biomedical sensing [299], [460]–[462], relevance to graphene
toxicity, and physiological interactions [301], [308], [309], [463], but also because graphene films
with desirable optical and electronic properties may be created using surfactant-stabilized
aqueous dispersions of exfoliated graphene [125], [130], [219], [464]–[467]. It is therefore
important to understand the physical chemistry of the aqueous graphene interface, the factors
responsible for the adsorption of polymers and surfactants, and the interactions responsible for
adhesion of graphene to other particles.
Different graphene-related materials are of general interest [130], [143], [318]
(graphene oxide [130], [256], [318], [468], reduced graphene oxide [130], [192], [237], [238],
and exfoliated graphite [10], [143], epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide [16], [78], [469] and
chemical vapor deposition [CVD] graphene film transferred to other substrates [29], [90], [91]),
each having strengths for different applications. These different materials can have interactions
dominated by different factors. For instance, graphene formed by CVD on copper and
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transferred to a support, while lacking the perfection of epitaxial graphene, is pure, continuous,
and comprises an excellent means to cover large areas with sheets containing exclusive sp2
functionality (within detectible limits) and only modest local variations in layer number. By
contrast, residual oxidation on reduced graphene oxide, or features at the edges of flakes can
dominate some behaviors [130], [192], [209], [238]. Aqueous inks of graphene flake are irregular
and contain surfactants and other species, but may be formulated to retained desirable
application-specific properties [158], [209], [467], [470]. At the fundamental level, however,
there are many remaining questions as to the physical chemical nature of the aqueous
environment at the sp2 face of pristine graphene. The need to understand this base case
(without deliberate oxidation and other chemistry) motivates the current study.
Compared with short-range highly-specific interactions such as π-π interactions, longer
range forces potentially influence the interaction of graphene or supported graphene with
approaching objects (as opposed to molecules). These interactions include hydrophobicity and
van der Waals interactions. Water contact angle measurements, typically reflecting van der
Waals forces and interfacial chemistry, were initially conflicting between various groups [239],
[471], [472] but ultimately converged on a picture of single sheets of large area graphene as
possessing intermediate (not super-) hydrophobicity [71], [317], [458], [473]. Also, it was found
that the water contact angle of supported graphene additionally reflected contributions from
the substrate for single layer graphene [315], [317]. Layer number-dependent interactions are
thought to be van der Waals forces. Not addressed, typically, are electrostatic interactions of
graphene. In the case of pristine large-area graphene, perfect sp2 functionality eliminates the
possibility of charge originating from surface groups such as carboxyls and alcohols. Other
origins of graphene charge have not been addressed, with the exception of engineered holey
graphene where substrate may be accessible through the holes [474]–[476].
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Interactions between suspended graphene micro-flakes (still only a few layers thick), for
instance relevant to inks and dispersions are the focus of more recent studies [135], [159], [209],
[477]. Here, chemical functionality at the edge of flakes can contribute to interactions [130] and,
while the hydrophobicity of the face of graphene flakes drives aggregation, it also facilitates
surfactant adsorption [158], [467]. The latter imparts dispersion stability through electrostatic or
steric repulsion between flakes [135], [159], [209], [477]. Kinetic measures of stability,
compared with calculated interactions substantiate a DLVO approach at separations exceeding 1
nm for graphene oxide and surfactant-stabilized graphene flake [158], [159], [478]–[480]. By
contrast, the interactions of colloid-scale objects with large area graphene, for instance in an
aqueous environment, is an area less studied. Forces that are minimal at the molecular and
nanoscopic levels, such as van der Waals interactions, scale differently and can be more
significant for large objects. Also, the underlying support may also influence graphene
interactions as it does for water contact angle, or through the formation of graphene wrinkles
[481], [482].
Building forward from studies molecular interactions, contact angle, and exfoliated flake
stability, this paper addresses the colloidal long-range interactions of silica-supported
centimeter-scale CVD graphene. In pH 7 buffer, the ionic strength is systematically varied and
silica micro-particle capture on graphene is monitored and benchmarked against microparticle
capture on the bare silica support. The microsphere capture rates provide insight into the
microparticle pair potential with the supported graphene collector, following the same general
mechanism by which colloidal aggregation kinetics reflect the particle pair potential [483]. The
findings here include a surprising influence of ionic strength with substantial repulsions at low
ionic strength. The study includes an estimate of interactions based on DLVO calculations. The
calculations, combined with the experimental observations themselves, suggest that a low to
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moderate level of charge in the neighborhood of the graphene-water interface produces
repulsion against negatively charged objects in solution and that, when salt is added, attractions
from a secondary minimum are responsible for particle capture. Possible origins of the
interfacial charge are discussed.

3.2 Results
Characterization:
This work employed large area (cm2) graphene sheets transferred, using a PMMA film as
a support, to the surface of acid-etched microscope slides. The PMMA was subsequently
dissolved in acetone and residual PMMA was removed by annealing at 240°C. The Raman
spectrum in the Supporting Information confirms the purity of the graphene (and lack of
residual PMMA), in accord with the literature on pristine graphene [80], and suggests that the
films are one, two, or three layers, in different regions of the surface. The XPS spectra in Figure
32 additionally show that any residual PMMA is removed by the annealing step: Calibration
spectra in the top part of the graph highlight features attributable to the PMMA while the lower
spectra show the absence of these features after annealing.
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Figure 32: C 1s core level spectra for graphene, before and after annealing (bottom 2 spectra) and for a series of
PMMA films spincast on graphene (top 3 spectra). The top three films have the PMMA masses indicated.

Figure 33 presents typical AFM images and example roughness traces of the annealed
graphene and of the acid-etched microscope slides, respectively. The microscope slides are
relatively smooth with sub-nanometer roughness (RMS = 0.79 nm and mean roughness of 0.53
nm) that includes sparse pits 10-20 nm size. The graphene surfaces are rougher, with values
typically between 1 and 2 nm for different specimens studied. The wrinkles, edges, and
occasional nanometer-scale holes observed on our transferred graphene sheets are features
that have been observed in that labs study graphene transfer [455]. Additionally, nanoscale
wrinkles in supported graphene have been attributed to annealing procedures, where
differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the substrate and of the graphene itself
can produce stress [457], [460]. Our AFM data, along with Raman spectra, suggest that our
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graphene is high quality, consistent with that produced by others who developed the transfer
method [80].

Figure 33: Typical AFM images for (A) graphene transferred to a microscope slide support (RMS roughness 2.4 nm and
mean roughness 1.89 nm) and (B) the bare slide itself. (The RMS roughness is 0.788 nm and the mean roughness is
0.530 nm). Example traces through the images are shown.
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Contact angles on the supported graphene were 76.8 ±4.2° (advancing) and 30.8 ±5.4°
(receding) compared with the advancing angle of 5.5±0.4° and receding angle of zero on the
bare silica. These values, averages of 3 measurements on each of 3 separate specimens for a
total of 9 recordings on each type of surface, are on-par with the most careful measurements in
other labs for large area graphene films [71], [72], [315], [317]. The results indicate moderate
hydrophobicity, as expected. Greater graphene contact angles are reported on rough surfaces
such as those dried down from suspensions of graphene flakes [239], [329], [458].

Particle Capture from Flow:
Capture of monodisperse 1 um silica microspheres from gentle shearing flow (at a wall
shear rate of 22 s-1) was studied, using video microscopy, in a slit shear flow cell where
supported graphene comprised one wall. Particles were suspended in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer
and ionic strength was varied by dilution or addition of NaCl. Controls were run using a silica flat
as the collecting surface.
Figure 34A shows how particle capture on supported graphene is strongly ionic
strength-dependent. Here, the typical data include the numbers of captured (arrested) particles
on the y-axis as a function of time. Particle accumulation is substantial at elevated ionic strength
but vanishes in a series of runs as the concentration of ions in solution is reduced. Beyond the
striking influence of ionic strength, the near-linearity of the particle accumulation over the 10
minutes of each experiment (which is typical) indicates that adherent particles do not, at these
low particle coverages, substantially interfere with the arrival of new particles to the surface.
The initial particle accumulation rates, therefore, provide insight into the microsphere-graphene
surface interaction. Also shown for reference in Figure 34 is the transport-limited (maximum
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possible) particle capture rate, calculated according to the Leveque Equation [484] as described
in the Supporting Information. Qualitatively similar particle capture on a silica flat is seen in
Figure 34B.
Not evident in the Figure 34A, is the important observation that, when buffer is reinjected, and even when the wall shear rate is increased to 200 s-1, the captured particles are
retained on the supported graphene. They are likewise retained on bare silica, for experiments
like those in Figure 34B. The hydrodynamic force from shearing flow on adherent spheres such
as ours is calculated, F = 3.2x10-14 a2 γ, where a is the particle radius in microns, γ is the wall
shear rate in s-1, and the calculated force, F, is in N [485]. For our one-micron diameter particles
at a wall shear of 5 s-1, this corresponds to a force of 0.04 pN, which is sustained during capture
as particles adhere. Once stuck, the particles can resist shearing forces exceeding 1.6 pN.
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Figure 34: Accumulation (numbers of particles in the field of view) of captured 1-um diameter silica spheres from
flowing buffer on (A) supported graphene and (B) a bare silica surface; for variations in ionic strength (Debye length)
at pH 7.4. The solid line is the transport-limited capture rate.

Figure 35 reveals the overarching quantitative similarity, along with important
differences, between the capture rates of the silica microparticles on the supported graphene
and on the silica flat, as a function of Debye length. In the main part of Figure 35, the y-axis is
the particle capture efficiency, defined as the observed capture rate (the initial slopes in Figure
34) normalized by the transport-limited rate.
In Figure 35, the particle capture efficiency on a silica collector has an ionic strength
dependence of the same form but slower than capture on supported graphene. It is wellunderstood that the silica-silica interaction becomes attractive as a result of van der Waals
interactions that become increasingly prominent as electrostatic repulsions are screened by
added salt [486]–[489]. The similar form for the influence of salt for the interaction of silica with
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supported graphene suggests the same mechanism is at play, different in the quantitative
details. Indeed, one expects van der Waals attractions to drive silica particle adhesion on
supported graphene. The lack of silica particle capture on supported graphene at low ionic
strength and the observed influence of salt to facilitate microparticle adhesion to graphene
suggests that electrostatic repulsions between the silica sphere and the supported graphene.
This implies the presence of charge near the aqueous-supported graphene interface.
The capture efficiency for flow experiments is related to the inverse stability ratio,
defined for a non-flowing colloidal system as the transport-limited aggregation rate normalized
by the observed rate [490]. This motivates replotting the data of Figure 35 in the inset. This
linear negative sloping plot is similar to reported stability ratios as a function of salt
concentration for a variety of suspensions [490]. This additional parallel between the graphene
collector and the literature motivates consideration of the potential between the silica spheres
and the collecting surface.
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Figure 35: Summary of initial capture efficiencies of silica micro-spheres on supported graphene and on silica. The
inset plots the same data differently. Error bars are about 10% of the reported efficiency value. The black arrows,
showing the Debye lengths corresponding matching capture efficiencies of 15% in the two systems, are used to
illustrate an example that is discussed in the explanation of Figure 6.

Calculations to Assess the Surface Potential and Charge at the Supported Graphene
Interface:
Calculated interactions between a silica sphere and a supported graphene collector
were benchmarked against the calculated silica-silica sphere- plate potential. Different possible
surface potentials near the graphene were considered, in an effort to explain the salt effect in
Figure 35. The calculations, described in the methods section and further detailed in the
Supporting Information, added van der Waals attractions and electrostatic repulsions. This well70

established DLVO-type approach for silica [486]–[489], [491]–[493], turns out to be problematic
only at short separations of ~1.5 nm or less [158], for instance by failing to include hydrogen
bonding. This approach is appropriate here because the important separation is 5-20 nm, shown
below. The silica surface potential was set to -75 mV, based on zeta potential measurements at
pH 7.4 and Debye lengths in the range 1-2 nm. This choice of the silica surface potential, in the
range -50 to -100 nm, did not alter the analysis or conclusions, shown in the Supporting
Information.
Figure 36 summarizes the calculated silica-silica sphere-plate interaction for 1 um silica
spheres. The growth of the secondary minimum with added salt follows the literature [493]. In
our specific system, the Debye lengths that produce a substantial secondary minimum
correspond to the observed onset silica microparticle capture in Figures 34B and 35. This
agreement, along with the calculated large energy barrier preventing access to the primary
minimum (which is too short range to be visible in Figure 36) argues that the secondary
minimum dominates capture on the silica flat.

Figure 36: Calculated silica sphere- silica plate potential for a surface potential of -75 mV and different Debye
lengths. The microsphere diameter is 1 um. The minima between 5 and 15 nm are secondary minima. The
primary minima are close to zero separation and, at this scale, the calculations overlap the y-axis.
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Calculations for silica particle interactions with supported graphene next aimed to
identify a reasonable estimate of the near-graphene surface potential. Benchmarking against
particle capture on the silica flat facilitated the choice parameters for the calculation for
supported graphene. For example, in Figure 35, a particle capture efficiency near 15%, is
observed on a silica substrate for a Debye length of κ-1 = 1 nm. The same capture efficiency of
15% is seen graphene for a Debye length of κ-1 ~ 1.6 nm, motivating a comparison of calculated
potentials for these Debye lengths.
Accordingly, Figure 37A compares the calculated silica -silica interaction at κ-1 = 1 nm, to
the calculated interaction of a silica sphere with supported graphene for κ-1 =1.6 nm. In this
calculation, the effective surface potential of the supported graphene is not known: Various
guesses are shown, aiming to find the near-graphene potential giving an interaction nearest that
for silica-silica (in support of the observed identical capture rates at the two Debye lengths). In
Figure 37A it is apparent that silica sphere interactions at κ-1 = 1.6 nm with supported graphene,
are most nearly similar to the silica-silica interaction at κ-1 = 1 nm, when the effective neargraphene surface potential is near -10 mV or -15 mV. The error on this estimate is just few mV:
A near-graphene potential of -5mV is too small.
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Figure 37: Calculated interactions of a silica sphere with supported graphene (dashed lines), at a Debye length of
1.6 nm and varying the near-graphene surface potential. The solid black line represents the benchmark of a silica
sphere interacting with a silica flat at a Debye length of 1 nm, chosen because the capture rate on this surface
matches the capture rate on supported graphene when the Debye length is 1.6 nm in the graphene experiment.
The gray line shows the van der Waals interactions in the absence of surface charge. Part A, for flat graphene.
Part B, accounting for substantial wrinkles in the graphene.

A comparison of silica-supported graphene and silica-silica interactions at other
conditions upholds the surface potential estimate resulting from the exercise of Figure 37A. For
a capture efficiency of 50%, Figure 35 suggests that the silica-silica interaction at a Debye length
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of κ-1 = 0.74 nm would be similar to the silica sphere-supported graphene interaction at κ-1 =
0.84 nm. Probing this possibility, Figure 38A shows calculated potentials in which the best match
in the potentials occurs when the near-graphene surface potential is ~-15 mV. A similar
conclusion is reached in Figure 38B, for capture efficiency of 5% in Figure 35. This occurs on the
silica flat when the Debye length is κ-1 = 2 nm and, on the graphene, when the Debye length is
about 3.75 nm. Figure 38B suggests that at the lower ionic strength condition corresponding to
a Debye length of 3.75 nm, the near-graphene interface carries a surface potential between -5
and -10 mV.
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Figure 38: Calculated interactions of a silica sphere with supported graphene (dashed lines), at a Debye length
chosen to match the particle capture rate on bare silica. (A) For a κ-1 = 0.74 nm during capture on silica, the
capture efficiency was 50%. This same capture efficiency was observed for capture on graphene when the Debye
length was κ-1 = 0.84 nm. Part A considers (dashed lines) potentials for sphere –supported graphene interactions
at κ-1 = 0.84 nm. (B) For κ-1 =2.0 nm during capture on silica, the capture efficiency was 5%. This same capture
efficiency was observed for capture on graphene when the Debye length was κ-1 = 3.75 nm. Part B considers
(dashed lines) potentials for sphere –supported graphene interactions at κ-1 = 3.75 nm. The gray line shows the van
der Waals interactions in the absence of surface charge.
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Impact of Graphene Wrinkles:
Additional calculations address the possibility for the wrinkled structure of the graphene
if it persists in water, (reported in dry AFM images of Figure 33, having maximum height of <4
nm), to influence the calculated interaction of supported graphene with silica microspheres.
Here the original calculations were modified, as indicated in the inset of Figure 37B:
1. The position of “zero separation” remained defined at the silica surface so that the
graphene corrugations extend in the positive x-direction.

2. Surface charge was distributed in the region near the graphene, and is calculated at an
average position 2 nm forward of the silica. This corresponds to the midpoint of the
maximum graphene AFM roughness, and this is the point where we located “surface
potential” or start of the calculated diffuse layer.

3. For calculation of Van der Waals interactions, the position graphene itself is also shifted
forward of the flat by 2nm.

To some extent, the van der Waals contributions for supported wrinkled graphene,
which necessarily include substantial water in the near-graphene region, might be thought
about as being similar to the van der Waals forces from adsorbed polymer or surfactant layers
used to provide steric stabilization. In this latter case, van der Waals attractions between the
adsorbed layers (which are actually mostly solvent and often contain 10% or less adsorbed
molecules) are neglected and instead the steric osmotic repulsion is calculated. Indeed, Tadmor
has shown that van der Waals contributions arising from even substantial layers of adsorbed
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molecules are indeed extremely small [494]. In our treatment of graphene wrinkles, the
prominent position of the interfacial charge forward of the silica, produces a larger calculated
effect of charge on the sphere-plate potential. Therefore, the treatment for wrinkled supported
graphene provides a lower bound on the estimated near-graphene charge needed to stabilize
against van der Waals interactions.
Figure 37B illustrates the results of the calculated interaction, modified for wrinkles, for
comparison with the flat supported graphene at the same ionic conditions in Figure 37A. The
interaction curves in Figure 37B for the wrinkled graphene are very similar but not identical to
those in Figure 37A for flat graphene. Additional calculations in the Supporting Information
present the interactions of supported wrinkled graphene corresponding to ionic conditions in
Figure 38. Comparison of these additional calculations with Figure 38 also upholds the
conclusion that nanometric wrinkles do not substantially change the calculated potentials. The
best estimate for the electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the graphene is still between -10
and -15 mV, despite the uncertainty introduced by roughness and wrinkles.

3.3 Discussion
Silica particles exhibited substantial ionic strength dependence in their adhesion to
supported graphene, with no particle capture at low ionic strength. Given the van der Waals
driving force for particle capture, potentially enhanced by graphene hydrophobicity, the
observations point to an ionic strength-dependent stabilization mechanism. The most obvious
explanation is interfacial charge in the vicinity of the graphene. Indeed, a comparison of the saltinduced silica particle capture on supported graphene versus a silica flat revealed remarkable
similarities, motivating DLVO-based calculations.
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Benchmarking silica particle capture on graphene against a that on a silica collector, it is
apparent that capture on supported graphene overcomes, when facilitated by added ions, a
near-surface potential in the range of -10 to -15 mV. This is the case irrespective of any
interfacial roughness from graphene wrinkles. This potential applies to the start of the diffuse
layer, in the region near the “outer Helmholtz layer”. The potential may not apply exactly at the
graphene surface where any adsorbed ions might reside. The value of -10 to -15 mV, while much
less than the potential near surfaces like silica or acid-bearing polymers, is still substantial in that
it provides electrostatic stabilization when the Debye length is not too small.
We estimated the near-graphene surface charge from the Grahame equation,
employing the surface potentials determined in the DLVO exercise. For Debye lengths from
0.74-2 nm, the graphene charge density is the range 0.02-0.09 charges/nm2. This surface charge
density is an order of magnitude smaller than the surface charge density of bare silica at the
same ionic strengths: 0.16-0.45 charges/nm2. So, on one hand, the effective graphene surface
potential of -10 to -15mV seems substantial compared with expectations, the surface charge
density needed to produce this potential and stabilize supported graphene is not large, though it
is substantially non-zero.
Worth noting, the graphene surface areas on which the potential estimates were based
were involved in the capture of hundreds of particles and spanned a fraction of millimeter in the
microscope field. Further, the captured particles were observed to be uniformly and randomly
distributed. We do not believe the potentials resulted from flawed or atypical regions of the
graphene surface.
The substantial probability of near-graphene surface charge motivates a discussion of its
origin. An obvious possibility is that negative surface charge results from oxidized regions of
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graphene itself. The argument against this, however, is that the Raman spectrum (in the
Supporting Information) contains no evidence of sp3 carbons and the XPS spectrum in Figure 32
provides no evidence of oxidation. A surface charge density of 0.05 / nm2 would correspond to
~1300 carbons per charge or, for instance, one carbonyl or hydroxyl for every 1000 carbons.
With at least two layers of graphene in the film, this should be readily seen in the XPS spectrum,
with a sensitivity of one part per thousand, and it was not found. Further, particle capture over
large areas and many samples argues against the possibility of gathering data on
uncharacteristically damaged regions. Another possibility is that negatively charged ions from
solution adsorb to the graphene surface. This possibility is consistent with the literature on ion
adsorption on hydrophobic surfaces and air bubbles which have negative zeta potentials [495]–
[497]. A third possible origin of negative interfacial charge near the supported graphene is the
silica itself, which has strong established negative charge. It remains to be determined if the
surface silanols beneath the graphene produce a negative field which permeates the graphene
or if nanoscopic holes in the graphene are sufficient to expose on the order of 10% of the
underlying silica surface charge. There is certainly precedent for the observation, for instance by
zeta potential, of negative interfacial charge originating at a silica surface and permeating
adsorbed layers, for instance of polyethylene oxide with fairly dense layers of trains [498].

3.4 Conclusions
Strong evidence for interfacial charge near the surface of large area CVD graphene
supported on silica near neutral pH derives from the ion-facilitated capture of silica particles on
these surfaces. At low ionic strength 1-um silica particles do not adhere to supported graphene
but, when the Debye length is reduced below 2nm, particle capture increases with further
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increases in ionic strength, ultimately becoming rapid. Further, the particles are not readily
removed when exposed to shear rates of 200 s-1. This behavior was shown to run parallel to the
influence of ionic strength on the rate of silica particle capture on silica flats, suggesting that, for
supported graphene, near-surface charge stabilizes against van der Waals attractions that would
otherwise drive particle capture. DLVO-based calculations for the interaction of a sphere with
supported graphene were benchmarked against calculations for a sphere with bare silica at the
same particle capture rates. This exercise suggested a near-graphene surface potential between
-10 and -15 mV, corresponding to surface charge in the range, 0.02 – 0.09 charges/nm2. There is
no spectroscopic evidence that this surface charge arises from oxidation of the graphene itself.
Adsorption of negative ions or the influence of the underlying negatively charged silica support
are thought to be more likely origins of the near-graphene negative charge.

3.5 Experimental Details
Silica substrates were microscope slides (Fisherfinest from Fisher Scientific, catalog
number 12-544-4), etched overnight in concentrated sulfuric acid and rinsed thoroughly in DI
water to produce a silica surface [454].
Graphene was synthesized by chemical vapor deposition on Cu foil at 1000°C starting
from a methane precursor [80]. After growth, the copper-graphene was coated with spincast
PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate). The copper was then removed by etching in iron chloride,
leaving a polymer graphene film floating on the surface of the solution. The solution was
replaced twice with deionized (DI) water to rinse away the residual etchant and then the film
was transferred to an acid-etched microscope slide (described above), graphene side towards
the glass. Acetone was employed to remove the PMMA. Residual PMMA was removed by
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annealing at 240°C for 1 hour in a stream of nitrogen. The quality of the graphene film was
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Samples for XPS were transferred to the introduction
chamber immediately after preparation.
Contact angle characterization of surfaces was conducted in a Rame-Hart Goniometer
using DI water obtained from Millipore Milli-Q UF reverse osmosis system. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out on a Phi Quantum 2000 ESCA hemispherical
spectrometer with Al Kα (1486.6 eV) excitation source. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
characterization of the supported graphene and the microscope slides employed a Multi-Mode
AFM-2 with a Nanoscope IV scanning probe microscopy controller (Veeco Instruments, Inc.) was
used for imaging. Standard tapping mode AFM probes with nominal spring constants of 42 N/m
and nominal resonance frequencies of 320KHz were employed. Imaging was carried out in
tapping mode with RMS amplitudes between 0.5 and 1.0V. Scan rates of 1 Hz were used.
Particle capture studies, with 2-3 runs at each condition, employed monodisperse 1-um
diameter silica spheres from Gel Tech (Orlando, FL). Studies were conducted at particle
concentrations of 1000 ppm in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer at varied ionic strengths. The standard
buffer, based on the buffering ion concentrations in phosphate buffered saline, was 0.008M
Na2HPO4 and 0.002M KH2PO4 (both from Fisher), giving an ionic strength of 0.026M and a Debye
length of 2 nm. Dilute buffer, in the same proportions of components but with an ionic strength
of 0.005 M had a Debye length of 4nm. Further dilutions in DI water provided buffers of
increased Debye length. We did not exceed dilutions where the buffering capacity was lost. NaCl
was added to the standard buffer to increase the ionic strength when smaller Debye lengths
were needed.
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Particle capture studies were conducted in a slit shear flow cell, 1.4 mm thick, and
oriented perpendicular to the floor to eliminate gravitational accumulation of particles on the
test surface. The slide containing the supported graphene was mounted in the flow chamber, to
create one wall of the chamber, and the chamber itself was mounted on a custom-built lateral
microscope. This microscope contains standard optics but is mounted horizontally rather than
vertically. The current studies employed a 20x Nikon objective focused on the near graphene
containing window. Footage was recorded at the standard video rate of 30 frames/s. The field of
view was 236 um x 137 um, with the 236 um dimension being that for the flow. Flow through
the chamber adheres to a laminar profile with well-characterized transport (flow and mass
transport) behaviors. This study was conducted at a wall shear rate of 22 s-1. Where possible,
ImageJ was employed to count the numbers of particles in each frame to determine the
numbers of particles on the surfaces a function of time. When particles were poorly resolved or
where the software failed to distinguish immobilized particles, a visual assessment of multiple
frames was made of whether the particles were flowing or adhered to the wall.
The interaction of a silica sphere with supported graphene or with a silica flat was
calculated by adding electrostatic and van der Waals contributions, detailed in the Supporting
Information.
Electrostatic interactions between a sphere and a plate of two different but constant
surface potentials were calculated using the Healy-Hogg-Fuerstenau [499] expression. We
confirmed that error introduced by the assumptions in this approach were insignificant by
comparing the electrostatic calculations against the approach of Lin and Wiesner [500], which
was shown to be consistent with the numerical solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
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Calculation of van der Waals interactions employed the geometrical form for the
sphere-plate geometry [501] and a non-retarded a salt-sensitive Hamaker constant for the silicawater-silica system [501]. Without a Hamaker constant available for the interaction of graphene
with silica through water, we calculated the van der Waals interactions for the flat collector
using the composite approach of Tadmor [502], which added a thin layer (graphene) to an
infinite slab. In our case the thin layer was sub-nanometer and even using reported Hamaker
constants for graphene, the influence of the thin layer turned out to be quite small compared
with the influence of the massive substrate. Then, standard “mixing rules” [501] were employed
to obtain a Hamaker constant for the interaction of the silica sphere through water with the
supported graphene.
The rigor of DLVO calculations, has been previously established for graphene
interactions in water beyond about 1.5 nm [158]. The approach will be shown to be appropriate
here because the key interactive features will be shown to occur at surface separations of 5 nm
or greater.

3.6 Supporting Information
Graphene Characterization:

The Raman spectrum in Figure 39 is typical of supported graphene in this study. This
example is in good accord with the literature for pristine graphene [80]. The prominence of the
three peaks confirms the high quality of our graphene, with one, two or three layers; some spots
in the specimen were one while others were two or three layers thick. The spectra are
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representative of sp2 bonds and the absence of other peaks argues against the presence of sp3
carbons from the graphene or from contaminants such as residual PMMA.

Figure 39: A typical Raman spectrum for graphene after transfer to silica and annealing to remove residual PMMA.
The ratio between the intensity of the G Peak (1580 cm-1) to that of the 2D (G’) peak (2700 cm-1) indicates 1-3
layers of graphene.

Transport-Limited Particle Capture Rates

The maximum rate that particles can be captured by a collecting surface that comprises
one wall of a laminar flow chamber (narrow slit with only shearing flow and low Reynolds
number) is limited by particle diffusion, where D is the dilute-solution particle diffusion
coefficient. This diffusion-limited rate of particle accumulation,

, was determined by

Leveque [484], who solved the convection-diffusion equation in a slit-shear geometry, using a
pseudo-steady state solution, in which the near-surface concentration gradient was fixed [484].
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(1)

Here L is the distance from the entrance of the shear chamber to the point of observation, γ is
the wall shear rate, and Co is the bulk solution particle concentration. In the denominator of the
right had side (and only there), Γ(4/3) is the Gamma function evaluated for an argument of 4/3.

Calculated Interactions
Each calculated interaction contains Van der Waals and electrostatic contributions,
calculated, as described below and then combined.

Van der Waals Interactions
Van der Waals interactions between a sphere and a thick wall (or “semi-infinite plate”),
representing the silica flat, take the following form, as a function of the sphere-plate separation,
H0,
𝐴𝐴
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(2)

Here, a is the radius of the sphere, 0.5 μm in our experiments, and A is the Hamaker constant.

Capture on a Silica Flat
In the case of Van der Waals interactions between the sphere and the silica flat, we
employed non-retarded values the Hamaker, reflecting, through the Debye length κ-1, the ionic
strength of the solution [501]:
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𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2−𝐻𝐻20−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 = 𝐴𝐴𝜈𝜈=0 𝑒𝑒 −2𝜅𝜅𝐻𝐻0 + 𝐴𝐴𝜈𝜈>𝜈𝜈1

(3)

Here, 𝐴𝐴𝜈𝜈=0 = 0.62 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 for the portion of the silica-water-silica interaction that can be
electrostatically screened, and 𝐴𝐴𝜈𝜈>𝜈𝜈1 = 1. 57 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 for the unscreened part [501].

Capture on a Supported Graphene
In the case of the silica sphere--water-- supported graphene interaction, we could find
no Hamaker constant to describe the aqueous interface of supported graphene on silica. We
therefore considered two treatments for ASiO2-water-SupportedGraphene, which includes both the
graphene and its silica support on one side of the interface.
The first estimation was simply to employ the ASiO2-water-SiO2, from equation 3, making no
modifications for the presence of graphene. This is motivated by the origin of van der Waals
interactions, which integrate pairwise dipole interactions over all the atoms of a material: To the
extent that graphene is comprised of a single carbon layer and the that graphene can be
modeled as a flat sp2 carbon monolayer on the silica, the support itself is considerably more
massive than the graphene and may be expected dominate van der Waals interactions. Such an
approach is consistent with numerous prior treatments of adsorbed surfactant and polymer
layers at aqueous interfaces: In DLVO and related treatments, the van der Waals forces are
treated as arising exclusively from the underlying material and adsorbed compounds are usually
modeled in terms of steric and electrostatic factors. Tadmor et al have shown that the
additional attractions from van der Waals interactions between adsorbed surfactant layers are
indeed small [494]. However, to the extent that the graphene monolayer is dense (number) or
has a partially metallic character, then the actual ASiO2-water-SupportedGraphene will exceed the estimate
from ASiO2-water-SiO2. Thus, this first approach of using the value of ASiO2-water-SiO2 in the calculation
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for supported graphene represents a lower bound on van der Waals attractions. Using a lower
bound for van der Waals forces in DLVO calculations will, in exercises that fit electrostatics
based on experimentally observed particle capture, predict a lower bound on the interfacial
charge near the graphene.
In the second approximation, we considered a multilayer scheme for ASiO2-waterSupportedGraphene,

based on the development of Tadmor [502]. Here the interactions of the

graphene layer, of thickness δ, through water with the approaching silica particle, are added to
the interactions of the silica support, through water, with the silica sphere. Adding the two
interactions in this manner requires that the silica support itself be shifted by distance δ behind
the graphene, and the variable H0 now represents the separation between the sphere and the
graphene surface. This approach neglects any impact of the graphene layer to screen or reduce
the impact of the silica support on the approaching sphere, and may therefore overestimate the
van der Waals interactions.
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Here the Hamaker constant, ASiO2-H2O-SiO2, in the first line of equation 4, for the influence
of the silica support, is described just following equation 4. The Hamaker constant
𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 , in the second line equation 4 is for the interaction of graphene and silica

across water, and does not include the silica support. The fact that our graphene is supported is

described in the model by combining the two terms, of equation 4.
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Without literature values available for 𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2, we approximated its value

using established combining rules [501]:

𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 ≈ �𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2−𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂−𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(6)

The combining rule approach of equation 4 is applicable when interactions are
predominantly dispersion forces. The approach breaks down when the zero-frequency
contribution (the first term of equation 3) is large, such as in our system. However, in the
absence of alternate methods, this approximation is all that is available and was applied to the
dispersion part of the interaction. Then for the Hamaker constant of graphene interacting with
other graphene across water, 𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂−𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , we employed a value of 4kT, based on

calculated interactions of carbon nanotubes [503]. While the Hamaker constant for carbon

nanotubes varies substantially (in the range 3-5kT and depending on distance, especially in the
first new nm of approach and orientation), we chose the average of 4kT reasoning that, in a
large area graphene sheet, many domains would each be oriented differently.
Then, keeping the value of 𝐴𝐴𝜈𝜈=0 = 0.62 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 for the silica support (from equation 3), but

applying the combining rule to the 𝐴𝐴𝜈𝜈>𝜈𝜈1 portion, we have [501]:
𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−𝐻𝐻20−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 = .62 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒 −2𝜅𝜅𝐻𝐻0 + √1.57 ∙ 4 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
= .62 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒 −2𝜅𝜅𝐻𝐻0 + 2.51 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

(7a)
(7b)

The plot below compares the silica sphere-water-wall van der Waals interactions for i)
the case where the wall is bare silica and ii) the case in equation 4 where the interactions with a
graphene sheet are simply added on top of the silica. We use a generous graphene thickness of
0.2 nm because our graphene layers typically contained between 2 and 3 layers. The results
show that even with a generously thick estimate for the graphene, and for a generous Hamaker
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constant for the graphene-water-graphene interaction, the van der Waals forces are dominated
by the massive underlying silica flat. This is the case in an electrolyte with a 2 nm Debye length,
shown in the calculation, and also over the full range of Debye lengths in the main paper.

Figure 40: Comparing the van der Waals interactions of a 1um-diamter silica sphere across
water with a 0.2 nm graphene sheet (green), a silica flat (blue),
and 0.2 nm thick graphene supported on a silica flat.

Electrostatic interactions

Electrostatic interactions were calculated for a sphere-plate geometry as a function of
separation distance H0. In this case, the distance, H0, implies separation relative to the position
of the surface potential, 𝜓𝜓0 , for instance the shear plane if the zeta potential is employed as the

surface potential. We employed the Healy-Hogg-Fuerstenau expression [499] for constant
surface potentials on the sphere, 𝜓𝜓0,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , and on the plate, 𝜓𝜓0,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 .
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�𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(1 − 𝑒𝑒 −2𝜅𝜅𝐻𝐻0 ) + 2𝜓𝜓0,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜓𝜓0,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ln �1−𝑒𝑒 −𝜅𝜅𝐻𝐻0 ��
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(7)

This expression was derived from the Derjaguin approximation for the interaction
between two differently-sized spheres, letting one of the spheres become infinitely large to
form the wall. As pointed out by Lin and Wiesner [500], the approximations of the Derjaguin
treatment are greater than needed for the sphere-plate interaction and a direct treatment of
the sphere plate interaction provides greater accuracy and consistency with the numerical
solution of the Poisson Boltzmann equation. It turns out that the for the conditions of our work,
the exact closed form of Lin and Wiesner give the same results, within a maximum error of
0.35%.
A surface potential of -75 mV was employed for silica surfaces, either the sphere or the
bare flat. The surface potential near graphene was varied in calculations, in order to explain
observed particle capture. The choice of a -75 mV surface potential is motivated by zeta
potential measurements of 1 um silica spheres at pH 7 and Debye lengths of 1-2 nm. Figure 41
illustrates that in the range -50 to -100 mV, the surface potential has only a slight effect on the
silica-silica interaction potential.
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Figure 41: The impact of the surface potential on the interaction potential between a silica sphere and a silica flat.
Within each graph a surface potentials are compared: -100 mV (gray), -75 mV (orange), -50 mV blue. The Debye
length is varied from one graph to the next. (A) -2 nm (B) -1 nm (C) -0,74 nm. The impact of Debye length is far
more significant than surface potential, in this range of surface potentials.

Overall Potentials: van der Waals and Electrostatics
In a first calculation, which treated the supported graphene and the bare silica flat as
flat substrates, the van der Waals interactions were simply added to the electrostatic potential.
A second calculation was employed to assess the impact of graphene wrinkles on the
interaction between a silica sphere and supported graphene. Here, graphene wrinkles were
treated as protruding as much as 4 nm forward of the silica (a worst case estimated), based on
the AFM result of the main paper. Modeling the charge as being associated with the graphene,
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then, the surface potential in the model was placed at the midpoint of the graphene, 2 nm
forward of the silica surface.
These distinctions between flat versus wrinkled graphene are detailed in the main
paper.

Calculated Potentials for Wrinkled Supported Graphene Interacting with Silica
Microsphere

In addition to the calculated impact of graphene wrinkles, in Figure 42B (to be compared
with flat supported graphene at the same conditions of Figure 37A of the main paper) the
interaction of wrinkled supported graphene with a silica sphere was calculated at other
conditions as well. In particular, Figure 42 shows the interaction of wrinkled supported graphene
at conditions that should be compared with the interaction potential in Figure 38 of the main
paper. The differences are small between these potentials in Figure 42 and the ones in Figure
38, arguing against the impact of wrinkles on the critical features of the interaction that occur at
larger separations.
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Figure 42: Calculated interactions of a silica sphere with wrinkled supported graphene (dashed lines), at a Debye
length chosen to match the particle capture rate on bare silica. (A) For a κ-1 = 0.74 nm during capture on silica,
the capture efficiency was 50%. This same capture efficiency was observed for capture on graphene when the
Debye length was κ-1 = 0.84 nm. Part A considers (dashed lines) potentials for sphere –supported graphene
interactions at κ-1 = 0.84 nm. (B) For κ-1 =2.0 nm during capture on silica, the capture efficiency was 5%. This same
capture efficiency was observed for capture on graphene when the Debye length was κ-1 = 3.75 nm. Part B
considers (dashed lines) potentials for sphere –supported graphene interactions at κ-1 = 3.75 nm. The gray line
shows the van der Waals interactions in the absence of surface charge. These calculations, for wrinkled graphene
are comparable to those for flat graphene in Figure 7.
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CHAPTER 4. IONIC STRENGTH DEPENDENCE OF GRAPHENE’S
FLUORESCENCE QUENCHING ABILITIES AS COMPARED TO SILICA
AND POLYCARBONATE
4.1 Introduction
Graphene has attracted much research interest due to its high mechanical strength,
electrical conductivity, and unusual chemistry [2], [5]–[7]. The sp2 character is like that of carbon
nanotubes and C60 fullerenes. For instance, sp2-hybridized carbon can undergo π-π bonding
with other sp2-containing compounds as a means of functionalization. Interaction with sp2
hybridized carbon materials such as nanotubes [504]–[506], fullerenes [507], [508], nanofibers
[509], graphite [510], is reported to quench the fluorescence from fluorescent tags on
biomolecules. Some have commented on graphene materials requiring up to two orders of
magnitude less probe concentration than nanotubes [506], [511] to display a quenching effect.
To understand and characterize the effect that graphene has, one must understand the
mechanisms behind fluorescence quenching. True quenching is called “collisional quenching”,
“internal conversion”, or “dynamic quenching” [512], [513]. This class of quenching is a
combination of three smaller mechanisms:
1. Electron Exchange or Dexter Interactions
2. Spin-Orbit Coupling
3. Intersystem Crossing or Heavy Atom Effect to Excited Triplet State
These three sub-mechanisms rely on short distances of less than 1 nm, with maximum
quenching efficiency at less than 2 Å [513]; involve complexes formed between electron donor
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and electron acceptor; and are sensitive to steric shielding, charge-charge interactions, and
molecular conformational change due to the close ranges required [513]. Typically, this type of
quenching has a quenching rate constant kq near 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1. Values smaller than this can
occur when there is steric shielding of the fluorophore or a low quenching efficiency, while
higher values usually indicate a binding interaction [514].
A separate mechanism called Resonance Energy Transfer (RET) has the same effect as
quenching (reduced fluorescence), but is not strictly “quenching.” With RET, an excited
fluorophore (donor) transfers energy to a chromophore (acceptor) though long-range dipoledipole interactions that are independent of steric effects and charge-charge interactions. The
characteristic distance for RET is nanometers instead of Angstroms for true quenching. For RET,
the critical distance is known as the Förster distance produces a 50% quenching efficiency. RET
interactions can be as great as 10 nm, with Förster distances typically in the range of 2-7 nm.
This is an order of magnitude higher than quenching interaction distances [512] and larger than
direct molecular electron cloud interaction can achieve. RET theory assumes that the donor can
be treated as an oscillating dipole at a known resonance frequency, in a similar fashion as
coupled oscillators like tuning forks.
One final “quenching” mechanism is called “static quenching,” “contact quenching,” or
“ground state quenching.” In this mechanism, a complex is formed between the fluorophore
and the quencher in the ground-state that perturbs the adsorption spectrum of the fluorophore.
Overlap of the electronic structure is necessary to alter the absorption spectrum and so
characteristic distances here are similar to those of collisional quenching. Static quenching does
not require diffusion or molecular collisions, and can occur non-molecularly such as via the
attenuation of incident light by absorbing species [512]. This mechanism can occur with dyes
hydrophobically interacting to minimize contact with water.
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The current state of the art for fluorescence studies with graphene frequently appears
to incorrectly name the graphenic material studied, and also make assumptions about the
quenching mechanisms at work. The term “graphene” in literature describes a large group of
graphitic material, including graphene oxidize and reduced graphene oxide which differ from
pristine graphene due to a significant oxygen content (~20%) and sp3 hybridization [130], [153],
[163]. In addition, much graphene research has focused upon using dispersions of nano- or
micro-flakes of graphene-like material or dried, paper-like films made from these dispersions
instead of large-area sheets. This introduces chemical heterogeneity and rough topography
[164]–[167], and increases the effects of edges and defects on interfacial behavior, which have
been shown to be more reactive due to the increased oxygen content [179], [184], [186], [188].
Most of the graphene samples used in fluorescence studies have been suspensions of
graphene oxide or reduced graphene oxide, with some believing or assuming that static
quenching and electron exchange-type dynamic quenching are the primary quenching
mechanisms. It has been reported that pyrene, methylene blue, acridine orange, tris(2,2́bipyridyl)-ruthenium(II) dichloride, meso-tetrakis(phenylsulphonate)porphyrin, and 5,10,15,20tetraphenyl-21H,28H-porphine zinc are quenched due to π-π interactions [515], but the work
was done with reduced graphene oxide stabilized with surfactant, reducing the likelihood that
that electron cloud contact was occurring. Other work using fluorescently-labeled Cyclin A2 [506]
and peptides [516] claims that the quenching mechanism is electron transfer, but the
researchers were measuring the fluorescence response of the tags and not the protein or
peptide itself, yet the close distances required for electron transfer quenching would not have
occurred between the fluorescent tags and graphene due to the size of the biomolecules used.
Studies of fluorophores like fluorescein [517] without conjugation to a target biomolecule, have
likewise assumed that graphene materials are quenched via close-range interactions. In the
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previously mentioned instance, however, the fluorescein was dispersed in a 30 nm thick
polyvinylpyrrolidone matrix and not in direct contact with the graphene. But, additional direct
studies of solvated methylene blue, rhodamine B, and eosin without conjugation to a
biomolecule and interacting with reduced graphene oxide [518] and N-(3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl
2,2′:5′,2′′:5′′,2′′′-quaterthiophene-5-carboxamide covalently grafted onto silicon dioxide, quartz,
or glass surfaces coated with graphene oxide flakes propose close-range quenching [519].
The consensus in literature, or a popular assumption in many cases, is that graphene’s
fluorescence quenching mechanism is resonance energy transfer. In fact, the previously
discussed authors who used fluorescently-labeled Cyclin A2 observed that increasing ionic
strength reduced the quenching effect as a side comment but did not show data and thus, we
do not know the magnitude of the effect [506]. Other authors using the polymers poly(3hexylthiophene- 2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and poly[2-methoxy-5-(2′-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) calculated a Förster distance of 5 nm [520]. Simulations have
suggested that fluorescent dyes can be quenched without close interaction with graphene, as
the quenching effect appears to have an R-4 dependence [520]–[525] and with pyrene-graphene
separated by 30 nm showing an energy transfer rate similar to the natural decay rate of lone
pyrene, or the beginning of observable quenching [523], [524]. In a different study, RET is
reported in spin-coated blends of 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2- methyl-6-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)4H-pyran (DCM) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) on CVD graphene [526], fluorescentlylabeled peptides [366], or fluorescently-labeled aptamers [339], [367], [511], [527]–[533], but
few of them have discussed why they believed FRET was the key quenching mechanism.
Additional studies probe the effects of ionic strength and pH on quenching behavior: One group
using tagged aptamers with graphene oxide noted that at low pH, aptamer/GO binding is
stronger while aptamer/target binding is weakened [527], with another observing that 36-mer
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DNA was 100% quenched at pH 4-5, 65% quenched at pH 6-7, and 30% quenched at pH 8 [367].
Some have commented that the distance from fluorophore to graphene has an observed effect
upon quenching by using fluorescently labeled DNA with varying numbers of base pairs [530],
[534], with 50% quenching occurring with a fluorophore-graphene distance of 70 bp or 24nm
(or, a Förster distance of 24 nm) [530]. Other work briefly discussing the effects of calcium ion
concentration increasing quenching [535] and an observed greater affinity for shorter DNAs to
adsorb more rapidly and bind more tightly to the surface of graphene at a lower pH and a higher
ionic strength, with 100mM NaCl showing complete quenching and 0mM NaCl showing 20%
quenching [367] further supports the hypothesis of long-range FRET quenching being the
primary quenching mechanism.
This chapter addresses the fluorescence from the pH sensitive dye, fluorescein, held at
the aqueous interface of silica-supported large area CVD graphene by its attachment to
fibrinogen, a model protein which adsorbs at this interface. The fluorescence is benchmarked
against that in free solution and against fluorescein-tagged fibrinogen adsorbed on silica and on
plasma-treated polycarbonate. The former is a well-studied surface while the latter is a model
system for sensors and other devices. It is found that there is significant ionic-strength
dependence of the fluorescence from the fluorescein on the adsorbed fibrinogen, with the
fluorescence at low ionic strength less than 5% of that at physiological (higher) ionic strength.
The ionic strength effect is absent in bulk solution suggesting an interfacial region of reduced pH
near all three surfaces. This report, focusing on high quality sp2 graphene departs from many of
the fluorescence quenching studies in the literature performed with graphene oxide or reduced
graphene oxide in aqueous dispersion (summarized in the table below). Further, there is little
literature comparing the quenching behavior of graphene material with other substrates. One
paper mentioned quenching of various fluorescent tags on the layered materials MoS2, WS2,
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Bi2Te3, MoSe2, NbSe2, and TaS2, but did not directly compare their quenching behaviors to that
of graphene; they used a spin-coated PMMA/4-(dicyanomethylene)-2- methyl-6-(4dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) blend on graphene, but other fluorescent material on the
other surfaces [526]. The quenching reported here is qualitatively consistent with the salt
sensitivity of the fluorescence of FITC-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) adsorbed onto glass [536]. The
observed ionic strength effect combined with the dimensions of the fibrinogen molecules
positioning the fluorescein tags just off from the substrate motivates consideration of
mechanisms that do not require interaction of the fluorophore’s and graphene’s electronic
structures.
Table 5: Summary of Fluorescence Studies with Graphenic Materials

Reference

Material

Fluorophore

Claimed
Mechanism

[506], [516]

Graphene
Oxide

Fluorescein-peptide

Collisional
Quenching

[339], [366],
[367], [511],
[527]–[533],
[535]

Graphene
Oxide

Fluorescein-peptide

RET

[517]

Graphene
Oxide

Fluorescein (non-conjugated)

Collisional
Quenching

[519]

Graphene
Oxide

N-(3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl
2,2′:5′,2′′:5′′,2′′′-quaterthiophene-5carboxamide

Collisional
Quenching

[534]

Graphene
Oxide

Cyanine-peptide

RET

[515]

Reduced
Graphene
Oxide

Pyrene, methylene blue, acridine
Collisional
orange, tris(2,2́-bipyridyl)Quenching
ruthenium(II) dichloride, mesotetrakis(phenylsulphonate)porphyrin,
and 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-21H,28Hporphine zinc
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[517]

Reduced
Graphene
Oxide

Fluorescein (non-conjugated)

Collisional
Quenching

[518]

Reduced
Graphene
Oxide

Methylene blue, rhodamine B, and
eosin

Collisional
Quenching

[520]

Reduced
Graphene
Oxide

P3HT, MEH-PPV

RET

[517]

Graphene

Fluorescein

Collisional
Quenching

[526]

Graphene

DCM-PMMA

RET

[520]

Graphene (In
Silico)

P3HT, MEH-PPV

RET

[523], [524]

Graphene (In
Silico)

Pyrene

RET

The pH dependence of fluorescein has been well studied in literature [536], but in this
study, fluorescein takes the form of either nonfluorescent monoanion (Fl-) or as a strongly
fluorescent dianion (Fl2-*). This fluorescence is dependent on enol-keto tautomerism with the
carboxylic group and 1-2 phenolic groups on the molecule. A lactoid ring forms in neutral
solution and prevents the tautomeric shift from occurring, but alkaline conditions perturb the
ring formation and allow fluorescence. The pKa for monoanion-dianion transition has been
reported near pH 6.7 [537], [538], while that for the neutral molecule-monoanion transition is
4.4. As such, the reaction equilibrium involved in this study is
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 − ⇔ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 2−∗ + 𝐻𝐻 + , 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 6.7
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Figure 43: Reaction equilibrium for fluorescein in this study [536]

4.2 Experimental Section
Materials:
Fibrinogen (Fraction I, Type I-S, from bovine plasma, 10% sodium citrate, 15% NaCl,
76.5% protein (Biuret), 91.2% clottable, CAS 9001-32-5, and Type I-S, 65-85% protein (≥
75% clottable), CAS 9001-32-5) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO3, CAS S-263), Sodium Bicarbonate (NaHCO3, CAS 144-558), Monopotassium Phosphate (KH2PO4, CAS 7778-77-0), Disodium Phosphate (Na2HPO4,
CAS 7558-79-4), Monosodium Phosphate Monohydrate (NaH2PO4 * H2O, CAS 10049-215), Potassium Chloride (KCl, CAS 7447-40-7), Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH, CAS 1310-73-2),
Sodium Chloride (NaCl, CAS 7647-14-5) were purchased from Fisher Scientific.
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Silica substrates were microscope slides (Fisherfinest from Fisher Scientific, CAS 12544-4), etched overnight in concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4, CAS 7664-93-9 from Fisher
Scientific) and rinsed thoroughly in DI water to produce a silica surface [539].
Gel for chromatography column (Bio-Gel P-6 Gel, 1504130, Medium, 90-180 um
(wet)) was purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.
FITC (Fluorescein isothiocyanate isomer I, CAS 3326-32-7) was purchased from
Aldrich Chem Co.
Polycarbonate flats were obtained from commercially-available Memorex DVD+R 16x
DVD media. Discs were split open along the side seams to obtain two substrates. The side
without the inner metal layer was rinsed in 200 proof ethanol to remove the purple dye,
cut to match the size of the glass slides, and then finally cleaned in an oxygen plasma
reactor.
Graphene was synthesized by chemical vapor deposition on Cu foil at 1000°C starting
from a methane precursor [80]. After growth, the copper-graphene was coated with
spincast PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate). The copper was then removed by etching in
iron chloride, leaving a polymer graphene film floating on the surface of the solution.
The solution was replaced twice with deionized (DI) water to rinse away the residual
etchant and then the film was transferred to an acid-etched microscope slide (described
above), graphene side towards the glass. Acetone was employed to remove the PMMA.
Residual PMMA was removed by annealing at 240°C for 1 hour in a stream of nitrogen.
The quality of the graphene film was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Samples for XPS
were transferred to the introduction chamber immediately after preparation.
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Equipment:
Bulk fluorescence was measured with a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog FL3-22 with 450
W illuminator (FL-1039-0607-0607), Controller (FL-1016), Temperature control (Thermo
Electron Corporation, Neslab RTE 7, Digital One), running FluorEssence Software.
Excitation was set to 492nm, and emission set from 500 to 550 nm, with a 3 nm slit.

Method:
Solvent Recipes.
18.2 MOhm Deionized water solvent was taken from Millipore Milli-Q UF Plus (Cat #
ZD5311595), pack name QPak 1, Cat # CPMQ004R1. A pH 7.4 buffer with ionic strength
of 1mM and a Debye length of 8nm used 1.15 x 10-4 M KH2PO4 and 4.6 x 10-4 M
Na2HPO4. A pH 7.4 buffer with ionic strength of 5mM and a Debye length of 4nm used
7.99 x 10-4 M KH2PO4 and 3.201 x 10-3 M NaH2PO4. A pH 7.4 buffer with ionic strength of
26mM and a Debye length of 2nm used 1.999 x 10-3 M KH2PO4 and 8.002 x 10-3 M
Na2HPO4. A pH 7.4 buffer with ionic strength 176 mM and a Debye length of 1nm used
1.999 x 10-3 M KH2PO4, 8.002 x 10-3 M Na2HPO4, and 0.15M NaCl. A pH 7.4 buffer with
ionic strength 1.026 M and a Debye length of 0.74nm used 1.999 x 10-3 M KH2PO4, 8.002
x 10-3 M Na2HPO4, and 1 M NaCl.
FITC-Fibrinogen Tagging.
In order to attach fluorescein labels to fibrinogen, 0.05 mg fibrinogen was added to
30mL of 3.0 x 10-3 M Na2CO3 and 3.4461 x 10-2 M NaHCO3 carbonate buffer. Fibrinogen
was allowed to dissolve fully (at least one hour), then 1.0 x 10-4 g FITC (Aldrich Chem Co,
Fluorescein isothiocyanate isomer I, 16731HY, CZ, 3326-32-7) added and mixture was
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allowed to react overnight in a -20C refrigerator. FITC-Fibrinogen in carbonate buffer
was then passed through a gel chromatography column using pH 7.4, 26mM, 2nm
phosphate buffer as effluent solution. First band was captured and characterized in a
Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer (Cat No: 206-23000-32) with a Slow Scanning
Speed over a Wavelength Scan Range of 200-600 nm in Absorbance Mode with a Slit
Width of 1nm using UVProbe Software to determine concentration and degree of
fluorescent tagging. Average labeling density was 5 FITC per fibrinogen as determined
from concentration curve calculations over 4 years of experiments. After
characterization, this mother FITC-fibrinogen solution was diluted to 25ppm with pH 7.4,
26mM, 2nm phosphate buffer for usage in experiments.

Experiments were conducted in a custom-built total internal reflectance fluorescence
flow chamber mounted inside a SPEX Fluorolog II fluorescence spectrophotometer. This laminar
slit chamber, including the wall comprising the test surface, was identical to the chambers
employed previously in our works on reflectometry and protein adsorption [401], [402], [411].
Fluorescence was monitored in total internal reflection with excitation at 488 nm and emission
at 520 nm. The wall shear rate was 5 s-1. Each run was started with flowing pH 7.4 26mM
phosphate buffer (2 nm Debye length) to establish a baseline signal. Then, 25 ppm FITCfibrinogen in pH 7.4 ionic strength 26mM phosphate buffer (2 nm Debye length) was flowed
through the chamber for ~25 minutes to ensure a saturated layer of FITC-fibrinogen adsorbed
onto the test substrate. The chamber was then flushed with the original buffer to remove the
bulk fluorescence and establish the fluorescence from the adsorbed layer. Subsequently, series
of buffer solutions of different ionic strengths were introduced, returning to the original buffer
between each different ionic strength buffer.
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Figure 44: Fibrinogen adsorption on graphene is similar to that on glass and polycarbonate, is well retained, and does
not appear to quench fluorescence.

Figure 44 shows that fibrinogen adsorbs similarly on all three substrates with nearly
identical coverage. In addition, the fibrinogen is well retained on each surface. Further, since the
fluorescence for the pH 7.4 k-1 = 2 nm buffer condition is the same in all three cases, graphene
does not appear to quench the fluorescein tags at adsorption. This is in contrast to other work
where reduced graphene oxide layers showed noticeably more quenching than graphene oxide
[517].
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Surface Relaxations of Adsorbed Fibrinogen
The graphs in the following section show similar decreases in fluorescence during buffer
flow over the fibrinogen layers on all three surfaces. Figure 45 shows an example of this for a
fibrinogen layer retained on silica for 2.5 hours. While protein desorption or photobleaching of
the fluorescein are obvious possible explanations, neither describe the observations. In Figure
45, for instance, includes a second run in which the laser is blocked for 2 hours and then allowed
to illuminate the surface again. Here it is seen that the signal returns to the same level recorded
in the run in which illumination was uninterrupted, disproving the photobleaching possibility.
Indeed, the two separation runs show excellent quantitative agreement throughout,
strengthening the arguments throughout the paper.

Relative Fluorescent Signal
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Figure 45: Since the lamp off curve is the same as the lamp on curve, fluorescence signal decrease is not due to
photobleaching.
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Figure 46 shows a reflectometry run that repeats the same history in Figure 45 on silica.
Here there is negligible signal decrease from retained protein after the buffer re-injection.
Additionally, the y-axis is determined from an optical calculation to provide a calibration for the
TIRF runs and facilitates a confirmation that adsorption proceeds at the transport-limited rate.
Taken together with Figure 44 (the first results figure), we conclude that the transport-limited
adsorption of fibrinogen occurs similarly on all three surfaces.

Figure 46: Reflectometry shows that fibrinogen does not wash off, so the signal decrease is also not due to fibrinogen
wash off.

The retention of protein in the reflectometry run, despite the changing fluorescence during
continued buffer flow in TIRF suggests interfacial reconfirmations of the protein and fluorophore
that alter its fluorescence, though the adsorbed fibrinogen amount is constant. While it is not
possible to conduct reflectometry on the polycarbonate (due to scattering) or on the graphene
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film (due to the lack of a Brewster –type condition in the working angular range of our
instrument), the similar underlying fluorescence evolution of from the adsorbed fibrinogen layer
makes an argument for similar relaxation effects in the three cases.
While a gradual fluorescence decay associated with fibrinogen relaxations on silica is
evident, ionic strength has an even greater impact on interfacial fluorescence. This is
demonstrated in Figure 47, showing typical runs on supported graphene, silica, and
polycarbonate, in parts A, B and C, respectively. The runs are identical, within 6% of 2-3
additional runs conducted on each surface. In each, fibrinogen is adsorbed from a flowing pH
7.4 buffered 25 ppm protein solution having an ionic strength of 0.026M, corresponding to κ-1 =
2 nm. After 15 minutes, sufficient to adsorb a substantial layer, buffer is reinjected and the
fibrinogen is almost completely retained. There is a ~5% immediate decrease in signal as free
fluorescent fibrinogen, excited by the evanescent wave, is swept from the chamber. After this, a
gradual fluorescent decay (dashed line) underlying the remaining run results from protein
relaxations that alter the fluorescence, a point to be discussed later. A series of buffer injections
of different ionic strength at fixed pH 7.4 has a much more immediate, substantial, and
reversible impact on the fluorescence.
In Figure 47, the main buffer is pH 7.4 and I= 0.026M. The protein adsorption was
conducted in this buffer and after each 14-minute injection of flowing test buffer, each with a
different ionic strength, the main buffer is injected for 14 minutes. Any signal change from the
test buffer is shown to reversibly recover to the main curve for flowing k-1 = 2 buffer. In Figures
47, 48, and 49, for all surfaces, buffers having ionic strengths less than the main k-1 = 2 nm buffer
produce a reduced fluorescence. Buffers with greater ionic strength reversibly increase
fluorescence. However, there is some indication for fibrinogen desorption in high ionic strength
conditions on glass as the fluorescence does not return to the underlying curve upon reinjection
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of the main buffer after exposure to higher salt concentration. For this reason, the higher salt
concentrations were always done at the end of the run. Additionally, an injection of DI water,
reversibly reduces the fluorescence (but here the pH is not tightly controlled and was near pH
6). The impact of ionic strength is very similar for fibrinogen adsorbed on all three surfaces.
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Figure 47: Example SPEX run with normalized raw fluorescence from an adsorbed FITC-fibrinogen layer upon
transferred and annealed graphene.
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Example Run of FITC-Fibrinogen on
Glass
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Figure 48: Example SPEX run with normalized raw fluorescence from an adsorbed FITC-fibrinogen layer upon glass.
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Example Run of FITC-Fibrinogen on
Polycarbonate
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Figure 49: Example SPEX run with normalized raw fluorescence from an adsorbed FITC-fibrinogen layer upon flat
polycarbonate.
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Figure 50: Fluorescence signal of an adsorbed layer of FITC-fibrinogen adsorbed onto various substrates,
normalized by that for k-1 = 1 nm pH 7.4 phosphate buffer, as a function of Debye Length of the flowing
bulk solution flowing over the substrate. The black dotted line shows fluorescence in deionized water on
any substrate.

Figure 50 summarized the influence of ionic strength on interfacial fluorescence at fixed
pH. The original run of pH 7.4, 26mM, 2nm phosphate buffer was used as a baseline to
normalize fluorescence. The fluorescence at each ionic strength condition was first averaged
between the times surrounding the injection of the test buffer and then normalized on the
initial baseline. The summary plot then renormalized these data to the κ-1 = 1nm condition and
turned the fluorescence of the deionized water solution into a black dotted line. Quenching was
observed for most ionic strengths, but the degree of quenching lowered as the Debye length of
the solvent increased. Notably, 1nm and 0.74nm buffers showed a higher signal than 2nm
buffers showed. Similar quenching behavior was also observed on acid etched glass, a model
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hydrophilic surface, and oxygen plasma treated polycarbonate, a hydrophobic surface. The
shortening of Debye length allows the fluorescein tags to sense the local near-surface and acidic
[H+] ion concentration instead of the neutral bulk pH concentration, as demonstrated
schematically in Figure 51. These localized pKa values range from 5.7 for silica (SiOH
dissociations) down to 4.76 for acetic acid (carboxylic acid from the polycarbonate).

Low ionic strength, long Debye length
condition; FITC is quenched by acidic local
surface pH

High ionic strength, short Debye length
conditions; FITC is active due to screened
surface environment and sensing neutral bulk
pH

Figure 51: Schematic showing effect that local, near-surface pH environment has on fluorescein

Two more tests were done to determine possible causes of fluorescence decrease. Both
measured the bulk fluorescence of FITC-fibrinogen solutions in cuvettes in a Horiba Jobin Yvon
Fluorolog FL3-22 at 25 degrees Celsius with excitation set to 492nm and emission set from 500
to 550 nm, with a 3 nm slit. The first experiment was to determine if unlabeled fibrinogen was
displacing labeled fibrinogen at the adsorption interface was a possible cause for fluorescence
decrease. Five cuvettes were prepared with 17ppm FITC-fibrinogen in pH 7.4 buffer with Debye
lengths of 0.754, 1, 2, 4, and 8nm. The fluorescence was recorded for each sample, then 0.0175
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grams of 4,000 ppm unlabeled fibrinogen in 0.754, 1, 2, 4, or 8 nm pH 7.4 buffer was added to
its corresponding baseline followed by three gentle inversions to disperse the unlabeled
fibrinogen. The signal is equal when incorporating experimental error. The second experiment
was to determine if increasing the bulk ionic strength by adding salt solutions would decrease
the bulk fluorescence of FITC-fibrinogen solutions. To do this, FITC-fibrinogen was diluted to 17
ppm with pH 7.4 buffer with a Debye length of 8 nm in a plastic cuvette. 0.75 M KCl in the same
buffer was added to bring the Debye length of the solution to 4 nm. The cuvette was gently
inverted three times to ensure sufficient mixing and then replaced into the fluorometer. The
fluorescence was recorded again. Afterwards, 3 M KCl in the same buffer was added to continue
reducing the Debye length, followed by gentle inversions, and signal recording. There was a
signal decrease of 15% after 13th run. This was likely due to bleaching of the fluorescent tag, as
repeating the experiment by adding only the starting buffer instead of salt solution produced a
similar signal drop. This 15% signal drop is small relative to that seen by the same fluorophore in
environments of varying pH. As a control, 17ppm FITC-fibrinogen in pH 7.4, Debye length 8nm
buffer was placed in a different plastic cuvette. The initial signal was recorded and then pH 7.4,
Debye length 8nm buffer was added, followed by gentle inversions, to see how much the signal
changed with a constant Debye length and similar dilution. Signal decreases were similar for
cases of adding the same Debye length solution or adding salt. The normalized fluorescence
signals are shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Bulk fluorescein fluorescence as a response to ionic strength changes and addition of unlabeled fibrinogen.
Neither affects the fluorescence.

4.4 Discussion
The results of these two experiments combined strongly suggest that the loss in
fluorescence signal at the interface is not due to unlabeled fibrinogen displacing or selfquenching labeled fibrinogen at the adsorption interface nor is it due to the changing bulk ionic
strength of the flowing test buffers. They also further show that the fluorescence signal is not
from the labeled fibrinogen freely flowing in bulk solution and is only at the adsorption
interface. Previous work in literature showed the quenching effect of pH upon fluorescein in
bulk solution (Figure 53).
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must be caused by the effect of increasing Debye length allowing local, near-surface chemistry
conditions, namely that of lower pH, to influence the fluorophores.
The degree of quenching on the three different materials shows the localized chemical
environment at the substrate well. Acid etched glass will be composed mostly of SiOx groups,
which are acidic when in pH 7.4 solution due to a pKa of 5.6 [536]. Polycarbonate surfaces will
be composed of carboxylic acid groups, pKa of 4.76 for acetic acid [540], at the interface. The
graphene, which is fully sp2 hybridized carbon with undetectable carboxylic acid group defects
[541] display less acidic behavior via higher fluorescence at longer Debye length, as expected.
This pH-dependent quenching mechanism is different from both forms of close range
quenching (static and dynamic) and also FRET quenching. Due to the size of the fibrinogen
molecules (4.5 x 4.5 x 47 nm [343]), random locations of the fluorescein labels, and fluorescein116

fibrinogen-graphene interaction interface, it is unlikely that a graphene-fluorescein band gap is
occurring directly. Thus, the close-range quenching mechanism is not likely involved with
quenching in this study. The longer-range FRET quenching mechanism could still be affecting the
fluorophore, but quenching observed in this study did not occur to the same extent over the
same long distances; 50% quenching was not observed until a bulk solution Debye length of
near 5 nm, as opposed to 24 nm [530]. In addition, some of the literature reviewed had briefly
discussed an ionic strength and/or pH dependence without probing in the same level of detail as
in this study. These observations of ionic strength/pH dependence effect lend support to the
local surface-pH mechanism proposed here.
Because the pH-dependent quenching mechanism is not affected by the chemical
groups of graphene, this invites questions into what is causing the quenching. It is possible that
the charge of the underlying silica support is influencing the fluorescent molecules. The water
contact angles of these graphene samples [541] show that dipolar and electrostatic van der
Waals interactions from the underlying silica are able to go through the graphene.

4.5 Conclusions
This study presents strong evidence for the fluorescence quenching ability of graphene
to be caused by interfacial, reduced-pH environment, which is qualitatively similar to both silica
and polycarbonate. Fluorescently-labeled fibrinogen irreversibly binds to silica, polycarbonate,
and graphene and the fluorescence response at the interface is reversibly reduced by altering
the bulk flowing solution ionic strength. The ionic strength dependence of the localized
interfacial pH environment is influenced by classical screening effects. As such, supported
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graphene can quench fluorescence from adsorbed dye species without requiring close range or
electronic band gap overlap between the dye and graphene.
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5. SUMMARY, FUTURE WORK, AND APPLICATIONS
5.1 Summary
This thesis demonstrated how 2-3 layer CVD graphene supported on silica should be
considered to be a composite material, as it combines attributes arising from within the
graphene, the substrate, and the interaction between the two. The face of the supported
graphene was substantially but not entirely hydrophobic, which is a property of graphene itself.
Additionally, while there was no spectroscopic evidence for sp3 bonding or oxidized chemistry
on the graphene, different metrics pointed to the presence of negative interfacial charge. The
findings inform how bioadhesion to graphene can occur, at the molecular and micron (colloidal)
length scales by hydrophobic, van der Waals, and/or electrostatic interactions. These
interactions are longer range, distinguishing them from the π- π interactions thought previously
to be the predominant means for binding to graphene. In particular, the ionic strength
dependence of the interactions, demonstrated here, provides a means of tuning adhesion to
graphene in aqueous environments, some of which are important in sensing and graphene
toxicity.
This thesis first measured fibrinogen adsorption kinetics as a function of protein
concentration and flow rate, and demonstrated the expected scaling of the adsorption kinetics
with the maximum transport-limited rate along with irreversible protein adsorption. This
indicated a strong driving force for fibrinogen adsorption. Additionally, the interfacial
reconformation kinetics, which quantified the protein footprint growth after the initial
attachment, suggested the binding forces were so strong as to substantially perturb the
fibrinogen confirmation. This was previously shown to be characteristic of hydrophobic surface
interactions with proteins. Thus, while supported graphene exhibited a moderate
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hydrophobicity in contact angle studies, its interactions with fibrinogen resembled that of more
hydrophobic surfaces such as self-assembled monolayers.
While the protein binding itself appeared reflective of a hydrophobic surface and not of
the silica support, the fluorescence from the fluorescein labels on the protein indicated a
negatively charged interfacial environment. The fluorescence signal was reversibly quenched
with reductions of ionic strength, which increased the Debye length and exposed the labels to
the interfacial pH more than the bulk solution pH. The quenching observed for fibrinogen
adsorbed on supported graphene was quantitatively similar to that on bare silica. Separate
studies of silica microparticle interactions with supported graphene and with silica exhibited an
ionic strength-dependent transition from repulsions at low ionic strength to attractions and
particle capture at high ionic strength. Thus, the fluorescence quenching and particle capture
experiments independently provided molecular and colloidal scale measurements of the same
negative interfacial charge.
Overall, the combined independent measurements of protein adsorption and interfacial
reconformation, fluorescence quenching, and colloidal interactions revealed that proteins can
be captured and interfacially perturbed as they are on hydrophobic surfaces, that van der Waals
attractions with the support drive particle capture despite the presence of a graphene
interlayer, and that negative interfacial charge quenches fluorescence and, at appropriate ionic
conditions, stabilizes against van der Waals attractions.

5.2 Future Work
While the current work is relatively complete in terms of its scientific rigor, the work
raises issues concerning the larger picture of the aqueous supported graphene interface.
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Indeed, from the current work it is now possible to hypothesize and, in the future, test concepts
related to this larger picture.
For instance, based on the current work, one would expect a moderately negative ζ
potential on graphene, in the range -10 to -15 mV, though the origin of the charge is not yet
known. Determining the ζ potential of graphene, however, is a challenge left to future work
because the measurement requires custom-built specialized instrumentation. The experiment
would involve rolling copper foil into a tube, growing the graphene on it, etching away the
copper, and analyzing the tube in an instrument that measures ζ potential. This would yield the
ζ potential of pristine graphene. Ultimately though, one would like to measure the ζ potential of
supported graphene, however this typically requires that all surfaces of the flow chamber be
treated with the chemistry of interest. So, it would require at least two substantial supported
layers of graphene per experiment, on the support of interest. ζ potential should be measured
as a function of ionic strength, going up to values as high as can be tolerated (typically 0.1 M).
Other future work should extend the work here for a silica support to other supports
and support chemistries. The silica here is acidic (negatively charged), motivating the question
of how properties would be affected by positive charge on the substrate, and thereby producing
a basic interfacial environment. Other materials to be considered are those such as indium tin
oxide or other glasses such as borosilicates and Gorilla glass. We note that other obvious
substrate choices, such as self-assembled monolayers and polymers are poor candidates for
studies such as those in this thesis because they cannot sustain the annealing necessary to
maintain a well-characterized graphene surface chemistry. Ultimately, as innovative graphene
transfer processes evolve, it may be possible to conduct fundamental studies of graphene on
self-assembled monolayers, and these materials may be technologically relevant now, but they
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are not currently amenable to fundamental studies. In these studies of the substrate, it will be
important to control and systematically vary the numbers of graphene layers.

Lastly, to provide more insight into graphene’s use as a biomaterial, it would be
interesting to compare rolling behavior of particles interacting with graphene and compare it to
work done on chemically-modified acid-etched glass [542]–[545], as well as PDMS [546]–[549]
and more biomimetic material [405], [550]–[552], as well as simulation work [553]–[558]. The
data obtained for particle adsorption could be re-analyzed with a focus on rolling behavior
instead. This particular research focus is well studied in the Santore group and topic was
inspired by the observation that neutrophils in blood roll across blood vessels and that
reproducing this behavior could be technologically useful. Cell rolling is important in blood
vessels for the reasons demonstrated in the schematic in Figure 54 [559]. First, rolling allows for
constant cell contact in a dynamic way and therefore allows for intracellular communication.
Second, the adhesion in rolling is selective for certain kinds of cells; with blood vessels, it is
selective towards neutrophils via a mechanism generally mediated by selectins. There is also a
similar mechanism involving another class of proteins called integrins [421], [560]–[562]. Last,
rolling is non-fouling; cells that rolled in blood vessels require an additional impetus to stick.

Figure 54: Cell rolling schematic [559]
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The design rules developed from studies of rolling in
engineered systems can be applied to novel products from
the previously mentioned arterial stents to boat hull
coatings that select for rolling behavior and prevent cell
adhesion and/or the formation of biofilms. The marine
industry currently depends on aggressive cleaning and
environmentally toxic antifouling surfaces and solutions,
such as aqueously dispersed copper ion solutions.
Biofouling on ships increases fuel costs 6-45% and that the

Figure 55: Biofilm growth on a boat hull
[563]

annual costs of biofouling are nearly $1 billion [563]. By understanding cell and particle rolling,
this research with graphene surfaces could also reveal broader insights on cell sorting and
particle manipulation strategies in a way that improves upon the current state of the art process
of flow cytometry. With this technique, a computer
uses a laser and records the fluorescence of a pretagged sample of cells, one cell at a time, and uses
hydrodynamics or electric fields to sort the cells by
their fluorescence. It is an accurate process and
procedures are well established, but it is expensive
to obtain the equipment (over $500,000) and
conduct the experiments (over $100 an hour),
requires specialized labs and technicians, as well as
expensive pre-processing steps [564].
A more precise study of protein structure
Figure 56: Schematic of a Flow Cytometer/Sorter
[564]

during and after adsorption on graphene would also
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be fascinating. A proposed project involves the relatively new technique of Neutron Spin Echo to
see how proteins would spread upon graphene. Circular dichroism (CD) is generally used to
study adsorbed molecule structure, however the method is not compatible with the phosphate
buffers and the fibrinogen concentrations and adsorbed amounts used in this thesis are too low
for CD to work [565]–[568]. NSE is a time-of-flight neutron scattering technique that the timeand spatial-resolution capable of determining changes in polymers, polymer blends, and other
proteins [569]–[581]. Alternatively, specialized fluorescent tags could be attached to protein in
specific locations and the fluorescence response could be interpreted to show how far each tag
was from the surface.
Graphene’s low reactivity, smooth topography, and anisotropic electrical conductivity
could be analyzed for marine environments. How would graphene materials, either as
graphene-coated composites or in pristine form for structural supports or electrical conductors,
in saline solutions perform with regards to durability, biofilm and barnacle resistance, and
hydrodynamic drag? Would they possibly work as a solution to prevent the damage caused by
electrolytic and/or galvanic corrosion?
Lastly, further study on how graphene, supported or unsupported, interacts with ions in
solution could be used created products capable of water purification. There have been in silico
studies on how sodium, chlorine, iron, lead, and mercury adsorb onto graphene, but
experimental results are lacking.
This thesis presents material relevant to the use of graphene-coated surfaces as
substrates for biomedical devices, composites, water purification, and transparent semiconducting material.
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